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Candidates' Forum:
Pinellas County School Board

WHAT’S INSIDE
St. Mark Honors its
Family of the Year

Story on Page 2

SPC’s Mack Receives
Appointment From Gov. Bush to
Nine-Member State Charter
Schools Review Board

Some of the candidates that participated in the forum from (l-r)Sheldon A. Schwartz, Jennifer Crockett, Mary L.T. Brown, Ray Tampa, and Minetha L. Morris.

By: SHIRLEY SCOTT
ChallengerCorrespondent

T. Brown, Jennifer S. Crockett, Minetha
L. Morris, Sheldon A. Schwartz and Ray
Tampa; Districts 2 & 3 at Large: Nancy
Bostock, Mary Russell, Marti (Martha)

ST. PETERSBURG —On Thursday,
August 10th, The African American Vbter Fol well , Peggy O Shea, Anne Scofield,
Researclf and. Education Committee and Lewis Williams. Only two candidates
(AAVREC) and the League of Women were absent, namely, Chris Hardman and
Voters St. Petersburg Area (LWVSPA) Sean O’Flannery from Districts 2 & 3 At
hosted another successful forum with Large.
The crowd entered the auditorium of
candidates running for seats on the
Pinellas County School Board. More than the Enoch Davis Center with questions.
one hundred attended the information They were given an opportunity to submit
packed forum and seemed eager to hear questions to moderator, Gayle-Kelly, Esq.
what the platform guests had to say. AAVREC members, Cliff Burney and
Fourteen of the 16 candidates running Howard Biggers organized the questions
prior to presenting them to the moderator.
for School Board were in attendance.
Several questions posed to cartdidates
Candidates in attendance for District 6
dealt
with the achievement gap disparity
were Jack Killingsworth, Linda Lerner,
and Carl Neumann; District 7: Mary L. between black and non-black students,

Former Students Return to
Celebrate Gibbs 45th Reunion

the CHOICE Plan and the Unitary Status
Agreement to promote diversity and
integration within Pinellas County
schools. Many questions alluded to the
return of respect in schools and projected
plans that will empower teachers and
administrators to address discipline
issues within schools.
The forum was arranged to have
three segments for the candidates to
address questions. Each candidate Was
given approximately 3 minutes to answer
each question. During the first segment,
the moderator posed questions to School
Board candidates for District 6. One
question about CHOICE involved
diversity, quality of every school, and
discipline within the classroom. Current
School Board member Linda Lerner said

“The issues with discipline are
complicated. There is a high number of
challenging students in schools who
need many services. Why is the number
so great? There are several reasons, but
these issues will not begin to be solved
until there is more input from teachers,
students, and administrators.”
During the second segment of the
forum poverty of a race and student
achievement were the points of reference.
School Board member Mary Brown
decisively insisted that “children, of
poverty can be high achieving students if
the foundation is laid and nurtured early

Story on Page 5
Traditionalist Push for Revival of
Old-Time Religious Music

SCHOOL BOARD
continued on pg. 15

St. Mark’s Day
of Pampering

Story on Page 9

US Senator Obama Tells New
Orleans Graduates to Choose
Involvement Over Indifference

Gibbs High School class Of 1961 reunion celebrants

By: WILLIE C. RUTH
Special to the Challenger

ST. PETERSBURG - Gibbs High
School class of 1961 had its 45th class
reunion June 22nd - 25th at Holiday Inn
Sunspree Resort. The theme was “A Walk
Down Memory Lane”. During the four
day reunion planned activities included
a banquet, tour of the newly renovated
Gibbs High, tour of Midtown, lunch at
the Hard Rock Casino in Tampa and a
luau. The class attended church services
at Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Chufch.
The class then had lunch at Piccadilly’s
to culminate the weekend celebration.

Out of town classmates were: Frank
Royal (MD) James Smith (OH), Leroy
Smith (CA), Margaret Chester Williams
(NY), Sheldia Dom Herring (TN), Larry
Davis (MD), Bettie Dancil Taylor (MD),
Annie S. Harvin Houston (FL), Frank
Howard (GA), Mitchell Kitchen (GA),
Gloria McKay Henderson (AL), and
Ruby McCray Hampton (CA).
Classmate Archie Boston was the
banquet speaker. Archie is a nationally
known . Art Director, Writer and
Educator. He has taught at California

REUNION
continued on pg. 6

St. Mark M.B. Christian Women Conference Committee front row (l-r) Diane
Coar, Lisa Davis, Cynthia Coney, Rhonda Jackson, Stephenia Brown,
Charissa Jackson, 2nd row (l-r) Cynthia White, Gwendolyn Maloy, Betty
Mason and Mamie Rogers.

By: JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG - A “Season of
Pampering” was the theme on Saturday
morning at St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church Women’s Christian Committee
“Celebrations of A Woman” - A faith
that sustains her through all seasons”
series. Cynthia Coney and the other
women who worked diligently, created a
day spa atmosphere that allowed
participants to be pampered and catered
to by experienced massage therapists,

makeup artists, manicurists, and aroma
therapists while expanding their minds
with seminars in nutrition and health
care.
St. Mark women were on a quest to
bring African American women together
in prayer, pampering and emotional well
being; They accomplished that goal with
finesse and warmth by offering' a
uniquely different day for women. The
spiritual element of praise and worship

Story on Page 9

Midtown News, 2-3
Opinions, 4
Tampa Bay Area News, 5- 7
State News, 8

ST. MARK

Obituaries,

JO |

Religious News, 11-12»4
Church Directory, 12-13
Classifieds, 14

National News, 9

continued on pg. 6
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MIDTOWN NEWS
St. Mark Honors its Family of the Year
■■mt20

lyton
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Andrews Dodge. Inc.
dA^A/4. I&A- riff hiy/

(l-r) Alma Scott, Rev. Brian Brown, George Pearson, Michelle Pearson,
Greg Davis, Dorothy Gilliam, Rutha Richardson, Beatrice Cumming,
children pictured (l-r) Cameron and Avery Davis:

Awarded The
Five Star Crash

30 Miles to

Test Rating

the Gallon

On Sunday, August 13, 2006
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
honored Gregory Davis and family
as its family of the year. Brother,
Davis is a devoted member who

Both Front and
Side Impact

Shooting Incident Inspired Activism

Stop by and meet
our sales staff:
Holley Jones
Anthony Perry
Ezell Boykins, Jr.
George Gomillion

2006 DODGE CARAVAN
MSRP
Discounts
& Rebates

worked tirelessly throughout the
building of the church’s new W. J.
Glover educational wing, Isaac
McNeal Library, the administrative
suite and new computer laboratory.

Brother Davis’ expertise and
knowledge were instrumental in
guiding the Church through all the
critical phases of construction
from beginning to completion
of the project.
Brother Davis received an
inscribed plague presented by
Reverend Brown in addition to
other gifts presented by the Family
of the Year Committee which
includes: Dorothy Gilliam, Alma
Scott, Beatrice Cummings, Ruth
Richardson and Deacon Thomas
Jackson. On hand to share the
occasion with Brother Davis were
sons Avery and Cameron Davis and
Sister Michele Pearson and
husband George. Brother Davis is
married to the lovely Lisa Davis.
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W
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Your
ir Price

2006 DODGE DURANGO SXT

$19,345
$4,346

MSRP
Discounts
& Rebates

$14,999

Your Price

2006 DODGE DAKOTA CLUB CAR

J

$29,095

SSEbM
$7,345
Z

:

MSRP

$21,434

MSRP$23,374

& Rebates

$5,455

Discounts
& Rebates

$7,375

Your Price

$15,979

Your Price

$15,999

MffiM
MttalF

2006 DODGE CHARGER

/ISRP
MSRP

.-------

MSRP

$20,550

-------

$24,340

Discounts

Discounts
& Rebates

$2,900

& Rebates

$2,863

Your Price

$17,650

Your Price

$21,477

2006 DODGE MAGNUM

2006 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN
I/ISRP

-------

MSRP

$26,145

$23,330

Discounts

’UggiF

& Rebates
Your Price

.

$2,606
$20,724

2006 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CAB
/ISRP
MSRP

-------

$27,294

Discounts
& Rebates

$7,876

Your Price

$19,418

Model Year clearance on ait remaining program vehicles. Save up to $11,000 from original MSRP’s.
Balance of factory warranties! Financing up to 72 months. Great Rates

— Special Purchase from Diamler-Chrvsler Fleet ' /
2005 Dodge SXT Neons - Fully Equipped............................
2006 Chrysler PT Cruisers - Loaded ..........

.................. .... .$9,933

........................

.. .$12,555

2006 Dodge Stratus SXT’s - Great Mid-Size Sedan - Fully Equipped ,............. ............... ..
2006 Jeep Liberty’s - V6,4x2’s - Full Power....................................

By JON WILSON
Times Staff Writer

. $21.750 .

2006 DODGE RAM 1500

2006 DODGE STRATUS SXT

“Fear ended in me the day my son
was shot,” says Stephanie Brown,
now a campaigner against
, violence.

.$12,949

.............

............... .$14,777

2006 Dodge Grand Caravan SE’s- Dual A/C Stow & Gow Seating - Loaded .

.. .$16,959

ST. PETERSBURG - Stephanie
Brown remembers how it was when
her 15-year-old son was shot.
The fat around his stomach
absorbed the shotgun pellets, Brown
said, sparing Joseph Elias’life.
“But when he came home, he
had 11 holes in him. The staples in
his stomach came out. His stomach
opened up like this,” Brown said,
spreading her hand, palm up.
“Fear ended in me the day my
son was shot,” she said.
The incident made her want to
work to end violence, she said. It
was one episode among many others
that involved family, friends, guns
and drugs. All have strengthened
her resolve to act.
To speak out against violence,
and to get others involved, she’s
organized a 10 ajn. - 6 pan. rally set
for Saturday at Lake Maggiore Park,
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Street S
and 38th Avenue.
St. Petersburg boxer Jeff Lacy
is expected, as is Robin Rosenberg,
a community services lawyer with
Holland and Knight law firm.

..................... $18,888

2003 Chevrolet Silverado Regular Cab Pickups - V6, Automatic, A/C Super Low Miles (2 to choose from) .
..........................

................$11,944

2005 Chevrolet Cavalier Four Door Sedan - Automatic, A/C - Super Clean, Low Miles
2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser, Automatic, A/C, Power Package, one owner ...........
2004 Dodge Durango SE - V6, Automatic, MC, Power Package and more
2006 Dodge Magnum SE - V6, Power Package, AM/FM plus CD Player
- Balance of Warranty ...

-------;■......

.

.

. .$9,450

............. $7,750
............... $9,949
_____ .... .$18,577

*While supplies last. All Sales subject to $398.75 Dealer Fee.
‘CFC Bonus Cash requires financing through Chrysler Financial, subject to credit approval

Dayton Andrews Dodge, Inc.
2301 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

(727) 321-0500

“Since I’ve been in this house,
it’s the strongest I’ve been in my
life,” she said. “This is how this
house makes me feel.”
Brown’s tiny, front-porch office
contains a computer, a calendar of
court sessions she’ll attend, two file
cabinets donated by CASA and a
fax machine.
They are the tools of her initiatives.
Brown operates a re-entry
prograqi for people coming out jail.
She monitors the progress and well
being of inmates. She promotes
what she calls the “No Guns No
Way, Stop the Violence” philosophy
that is at the heart of Saturday’s
rally.
Rosenberg said she will speak
about her work with Brown as it
involves the justice system.
The two have been- working
together about three years. “We have
a good, respectful relationship,”
Rosenberg said.
Brown’s projects come under
the umbrella of her nonprofit, No
Drugs No Prison Just Opportunity
Community Services.
It’s a shoestring operation. “I’m
a newcomer. I’m green to the
nonprofit world,” Brown said, noting
that she could use help applying for
grants.
But it’s more a personal quest
than a money thing, she said.
Her son, now 28, is scheduled
to be released from prison today. He
has served about two years on drugrelated charges.
She will be helping him re-enter
the world, just as she has done with
others. Finding a job is a priority.
“We’ll be out there looking, like
everybody else,” Brown said.
Reprinted with permission of the
St. Petersburg Times

Sigma Gamma Rho Launches
National Project

2006 Dodge Durango SLT’s - 7 Passenger, Dual A/C, Loaded........ ........................................ .$19,750
2006 Chrysler Pacifica’s - Roomy & Loaded ..

Also on the agenda is Clarissa
Hersey-Janies, an addiction and
recovery specialist who worked for
Community Action Stops Abuse and
Parent Awareness and Responsibility’s
intervention program and who now
operates Breaking Free by Faith
Outreach Ministries on 18th Avenue S.
Brown and Hersey-James are
among many residents working in
relative anonymity trying to end a
continuum of violence. Another is
A.J. Ali, the CEO and founder of
Young Entrepreneurs, a motivational
program for African-American youth.
“We totally support (Brown),”
Ali said.
They are part of a broader;
higher-profile campaign in which
mothers of slain young men have
taken their pleas door to door.
Residents have marched, carrying
placard-sized photos of victims.
Influential ministers have organized
to provide spiritual power.
The individual, grass roots
activists are trying to reach into the
street culture and change its world
.view.
“It’s an ongoing disease. It needs
to be nipped in the bud. To nip it in
the bud, you’ve got to stop talking
and start acting,” Brown said.
Brown, 48, lives in Wildwood
Heights in a house her greatgraridparents, Spencer and Mamie
Baker, lived in. On a wall is a
certificate honoring the Baker
family as founders of Pleasant
Grove Missionary Baptist Church.
Brown moved to the house about
a year ago. According to county
records, it was built in 1923 when
its neighborhood was considered the
country and nearby 22nd Street S
was a dirt trail.
The dwelling seemed to come
with a certain spirit, Brown said.

(l-r) Kim Taylor, a local supporter and
Rene’ Oliver during a recent yard
sale. United we can stop the
genocide in Darfur. Please consider
lending your voice and your support.

The local chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. (Epsilon
Beta Sigma) recently launched its
“Save Darfur Sudan” campaign with
a local activity to generate aid to
this African nation of oppressed
people. This campaign is not an
isolated project but an extension of
the Sorority’s International Project,
Project Afri-Care) which renders
aid and service tp the African nation.
As we launch the project, we
can’t help but reflect upon the
words of the late Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. when he said, “Injustice
anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere.” Other activities will
be forthcoming to aid the cause and

will include informational sessi
with ways that the public mi
assist in the struggle. The viole
and genocide in Darfur is far fi
over. Over 3.5 million lives h
been affected. Thousands of pec
continue to die each month
Darfur. We are dedicated
providing support to the vict
and to bring this crisis to
attention to the citizens of
Tampa Bay area.
You may contact the chair
Sigma’s Save Darfur Commit
Soror Rene Oliver at 867-8458
Basileus, Kim Taylor at 906-81
for additional information.

live love It when our readers say: “I Love the Weekly Challenger!”
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By: JUDGE JAMES PIERCE PINELLAS COUNTY JUDGE
Special to the Challenger

Law and Citizenship
In my capacity as Governor save your son, brother, or
Bush’s most recently appointed significant other’s life.
Pinellas County Judge, the Code
First of all, we should teach
Of Judicial Conduct allows judges our young men, the Golden Rule.
to engage in activities to improve Perhaps it would be wise to put it
the law, the legal system, and the in writing and leave it in a
administration of justice. Canon conspicuous place in your home,
4B of the code allows judges to “Do unto others, as you would
write, lecture, teach ahd participate have them do unto you.” Sticks
in other quasi-judicial activities to and stones may break your bones,
achieve that objective. Consequently, but words may cause you to
it is recognized by the ethics murder or be murdered. Jesus said
committee that a judge is in a in Luke 6:31, ‘’And as ye would
unique position to enhance the that men should do to you, do ye
legal system by the activities also to them likewise.” Simply
noted above.
put, treat others as you want to beIt is within the spirit of the treated. Therefore, be careful about
Code of Judicial Conduct that I what you say to another person,
provide my insight to the reader because your words may lead to
about our legal system and address • action. Proverbs 15:1 teaches that
other relevant non-legal subjects. a soft answer turns away wrath.
My topic for the week is Black on
Applying the golden rule,
Black crime. As in many urban requires knowledge and imagination.
cities, Black On Black Crime is We need to know what effect our
one of the leading causes of death words and actions have on the
among our young black men. With lives of others. Imagine yourself
the death of 85 young black men in the exact place of the other,
in St. Petersburg alone, to person on the receiving end of
describe the matter as a crisis the action. If you act in a given
would be an understatement. I way toward another, and yet are
will endeavor to share a few unwilling to be treated that way in
suggestions which may possibly the same circumstances, then you

violate the rule. We must be able
to imagine ourselves, vividly and
accurately, in the other person’s
shoes at the receiving end of the
action. With knowledge, imagination,
and the golden rule, we can progress
far in our moral thinking and live
in peace among ourselves.
Young black meh today are
growing up in a “bling” culture
where many of them want instant
gratification and self-determination
without going through conventional
routes, or as it is often said, “paying
ones dues”. As parents and leaders
we must emphasize the value of
an education to our children as
well as the fruits of the spirit
which include love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness
and faith. Finally, our young blaek
men need confidence and self
esteem. We should expect them to
excel and let them know that there
is a divine plan for their life and
failure is not an option. Mbre
likely than not, few if any young
black men will read this article,
but perhaps you may have the
opportunity to share my suggestions
with them on how to stop the
violence.

Business Tip of the Week: Market, market;
marked

Only way you

money to make money,” certainly applies to
■marketing..

Events
Skyway Auto Repairs^ Irtc.

*1200

34th Street S. ♦ Mechari}caf& auto
body repairs.. Owner Mike .Clarence
Hoddy has been In business at the

present locationTor four years,.

• Open,

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, *
Cal 322-6407.

.

Brake World USA *' 2200.34th

Street

S. « A. family-owned: and-operated busi
ness serving the community for the

-

past 18 years. Cdfhplete brake services

Pancakes, Children and Candidates
Join Reverend Louis Murphy,
former Pinellas County
Commissioner Sallie Parks,
and former Florida
Representative Lars Hafner
for a pancake breakfast and
community briefing on the
needs of Florida's children
for local and statewide
candidates.

When: Saturday, August 26,2006

'f*

This program is funded by the
U.S. Department Of Agriculture
and is administered by. the Florida
Dept. of Health, Bureau of Child
Nutrition Programs; this institution
is prohibited from discriminating
on the basis of race, color, national
origin, sex,’ age, or disability.
For specific serving times,
check thei participating eenter of
your choice: Campbell Park
Recreation Center, 601 14th St.
S.; Childs Park Recreation Center,
4301 13th Ave: S.; Frank Pierce
Recreation Center, 2000 7th St. S.;
Gladden Park Recreation Center,
3901 30th Aye.- N.; Lake Vista
Recreation Center, 1401 62nd
Ave-. S.; -Northwest Recreation
Center, 5801, 22nd Ave. N.;
Roberts Recreation Center,/1246
50th Ave. N.; Shore Acres
Recreation Center, 4230 Shore
Acres' Blvd. NE; Walter Fuller
Recreation Center, 7891 26th
Ave. N.; Wildwood Recreation
Center, 1000 28th St. S.; Willis S.
Johns Recreation Center, 6635
Martin Luther King St. N. To file
a complaint, of discrimination
write: USDA, Director of Civil
Rights,, . Room 326-W, Whitten
Building, 1400 Independence Aye ?,
S.W. Washington, D.C. 20250-9410
or call 202/720/5964 (voice and TDD),
USDA is an equal opportunity
provider and employer;

8:00a.m.- 9:00 , J breakfast

« Open Monday to-Friday,

8. a,to. to 5 p.m, and-Saturday,;8-a.m. . to:

the most prestigious fishing tournaments on

1 .p.m, • ■Call 323-5500,':;

the west coast Of Florida. Captain’s meeting
on We’d., tournament Thu. through Sat.

Rubber City, Inc, • 2590 34th Street S-

Weigh-in and awards ceremony on Sun.,

• Your automotive /front end and- brake.

accompanied by Caribbean music, food

specialists. Owned by Cesar Grajates

and beverages. Call 497-1060.

arid serving the community for the past
18 years. • Call 328-1234.

Aug. 18 • St. Pete Shuffle • St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N.

Twigs & Leaves, 1013 Dr. MLK Street

7 to 11 p.m. A hip twist on an old game. The

whole family is welcome to play shuffleboard,
listen to music and enjoy local art. www.

the cool hours of the day arid receive

stpeteshuffle.com or call 867-7228.

a 15% discount on all plant items from
8 to 9 a.m. and a 40% discount ori all

Aug. 18 to 20 - Tampa Bay Devil Rays

plants items from 9 to 10 a.m. * Ask

vs. Cleveland Indians

" about their special on the Green Saw ■
Palmetto this summer. • The earlier you

• Tropicana Field,

One Tropicana Dr. www.devtlrays.com or call
888-FAN-RAYS.

come the more you Will save. » Call

Aug. 19 • Youth Loop Fishing Tournament

822-5400.

And Family Fest
Sweetbay

is your full-service Midtown

Supermarket. * 1794 22na Street S

nament open to ages 6 to 12. Free tackle kit

Prices are competitive.. Meats, fruits

to the first 100 registered. Prizes and trophies

arid vegetable am always, fresh, Be
sure to stop by

the

• Spa Beach Park, 615 2nd

Ave. N.E. 8 a.m, registration. Kids fishing tour

will be awarded. Call 892-5060.

Pharmacy and Deli.

• Open daily, 7 a,m. tod0 p.m. • Say

Aug. 19. • “Empowering Communities to

hello to Store, Manager Tony Brawn on

Access Mental

your next visit.

Annual Community Mental Health Forum in

Health Services” • 6th

the African American Community. James B.
Sanderlin Elementary Schooi, 2350 22nd
Ave. S. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

FREE

lunch will be provided. Sponsored by St.
Petersburg Weed and Seed and the African
American Mental Health initiative. Call Janis
Ford for more information, 992-5087.

Aug. 19 • Fish-Ful Saturday • The Pier
Aquarium, 800 2nd Ave. N.E,, 2nd floor.
11 a.rri. to 1 p.m. Get icky and sticky explor
ing snails, slugs and sea cucumbers.
www.pieraquarium.org or cal! 895-7437.

Mair's Grocery & West Indian Take
out: Restaurant • 2230 Dr. MLKStreet-

Aug. 21 to 24 • Tampa Bay Devil Rays
vs. Texas Rangers • Tropicana Field,

-.3= ...Satisfy' your hurigpr for the Jsiattd fla

Dne Tropicana Dr;: www.d6vilrays.com or

vor. Offering

American, arid Caribbean.

groceries and hot meals including '

888-FAN-RAYS.

Aug. 25 * Grand Central Stroll. •

Jamaican beef pattieSj curiy- chicken,.
curry goat, oxtails,' plantains,' chickenwings,/ burgers and- fries,• Grocery

block of Central Ave. 5 fo 9

955 20th ?i. et South St Petei burg FL 33705

The d scusbion "'ill focus on the 5 Promises each cand date >*t
be asked to make to parents and will be moderated by B II Bentley
fi om the Points of Liql, Foundation, Wash nqton D

Do you have an article
and/or pictures of
community events that
would be of interest to
the public?

C

The Weekly Challenger welcomes these submissions.
Please send copies (not originals) of your work to:■

p,M. Over 20

late with specials and entertainment.

;9 a«m«.:to 11 p>m.,;Rastourant. .

■.hours)
open 13 a.m. to id p.m. ♦ Cali 550-

Call'328-7986,
Sep. 1 * Get Downtown •

Central Ave. from

2nd to 3rd St. 5:30 to 10 p.m. Live music.
For the best pastries, pies, cakes,,

bread pudding arid sandwiches

Free. Call 393-3597.

in

Midtown, visit;Green's Bake ry &
Sandwich'Shop;*'3065 18th Avenue

S.

used: Open daily, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
(closed-00 'Sunday)., Daily Speciais are
now available. • Dial 323-2089 for

call-in orders,
We Crab Spot •

1200 Dr.

MLK

stpetersburg
www.stvaM.nPB

Street

*:§erviri0 fresh arid: delicious blue,.
crabs, snow crabs,-Dungeness crabs
and shrimp. Specialty dishes include
garlic crabs. Grab Shala (with .rice or

crabs, Side

Pancakes, Children and Candidates is an official sanctioned event by Children's j|j|§
Campaign^ Inc. a non-profit, non-partisan statewide child advocacy organization. SX
www.lamForKids.org

,

The Weekly Challenger Office:
1500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

2400

shops, night spots and businesses open

ingredients and no preservatives are

hurch

and open

to the public. A continental breakfast and'

• ■■■Everything ts made from the freshest:

9:30 a.m. - 10 30a rn Candidate Program
Where: Wlt.Zior P >gress eM sionary Baptist

Aug. 16 to 20 • Old Sait Loop Tournament
• Spa Beach Park, 615 2nd Ave. N.E. One of

provided.

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. during: August. Enjoy

program. City Of St. Petersburg
has 11 after school sites offering a
snack consisting of two of the
four meal pattern components
(milk, fruits and vegetables, meat
and meat alternatives, grains and
breads).
Program sites are located in
areas served by schools in which
at least 50% of the enrolled
ST. PETERSBURG - The children are eligible for free or
City of St. Petersburg Recreation reduced-price meals. The program
Dept. has a grant for children up provides after school care with
to 18 years old for a FREE regularly scheduled educational
afternoon snack. Participants must or enrichment activities that are
be enrolled in the after school structured or supervised.

It's the

can grow, arid the only way you

can stay in business. The old saying, Brt takes

S. • Open every Saturday morning,

FREE Snack Grant

No matter what business you are in,

you must keep up your marketing.

pasta) and curry
items ate
also available, including peanuts, potatoes, corn and mushrooms. • Craving
seafood? The Grab Spot hits the spot’
• Call 492-6154.

Economic Development
Continuing The Progress
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In the Death of Young Irvin J. Harris,
There’s Enough Blame to Go Around

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922
Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is.
held back.
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is distributed
in the following cities:
St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa
Largo • Tarpon Springs • Safety Harbor
Bradenton • Sarasota • Palmetto

Harris has seven other children. She’s in sisters to tell them where the body was.
her 40’s. She’s a recovering addict who let Five years ago, Jones was telling
a man named Melvin L. Jones babysit detectives that he was a pedophile who
Irvin and her other children while she needed help and that one day his actions
might become violent.
went todrug rehab.
Those statements indicate there are
Harris is also totally clueless.
several
guilty parties in this matter other
Drug counselors told Sharida Harris
long before Irvin’s death that Jones was a than Shanda Harris. The cops who
convicted child molester. That should couldn’t connect the dots that the Melvin
have set off alarm bells in Harris’ head Lorenzo Jones they were looking for in
that left her deaf. She should have broken the July 4 assault on Irvin was the same
off contact with Jones right then, Melvin Lorenzo Jones who was on
forbidding him to go anywhere near Irvin. probation for a sex offense with a minor.
Then there are the drug counselors
But that’s not all.
who
warned Shanda Harris about Jones,
As recently as July 4, Jones actually
choked Irvin and threatened to kill him. It but never contacted police themselves.
Then there’s the school principal who
was Shanda Harris who called the police
knew
about Jones and banned him from
on Jones. But Baltimore police say
Shanda apparently changed her mind and school grounds, but never contacted
,
didn’t pursue charges of aggravated authorities.
Then
there’s
the
prosecutor
who
knew
assault against Jones that would have
landed him in prison to serve the 10 years of Jones’ statements to police, but agreed
he got in the child molestation case (Jones to a plea bargain that led to probation
got all but one year of the sentence instead of prison for Jones.
But a child’s first line of defense is his
suspended and five years probation.).
or
her
parents. Irvin’s parents failed him.
Jones has been charged with Irvin’s
murder. I’ll be the first to say he should The boy’s drug-addicted mother couldn’t
get the same presumption of innocence or wouldn’t heed the warnings about the
that every other defendant gets. But convicted child molester hanging around
charging documents say that Jones her son. She couldn’t even bring herself to
confessed to killing Irvin and that he even ' jail the guy artier he put his hands on her
x
called his daughter and one of Irvin’s son.

Let’s say you’re
a single mother
raising an 11-yearold boy. You leam
that a man who’s
been babysitting
your son was, only
a few short years
Gregory
ago, convicted of a
Kane
sex offense for
methodically sodomizing a 13-year-old
boy for a year and a half. What do you, do?
T: Immediately forbid the man to have
any further contact with your son or you.
2 . Tell the authorities that a convicted
child molester has been around your son,
just in case the terms of his probation
stipulate that he’s to have no unsupervised
contact with children.
3. Get a male family relative to beat
the child molester to a pulp, thereby
reinforcing the message to stay away from
your son.
4. Let the child molester stay around
your son, in hopes that he will change.
Believe it or not, there exists one
woman in this country who chose option
four.
Meet Shanda Harris, mother of the
now late Irvin J. Harris, who was found
stabbed to death behind a church in
northeast Baltimore in late July. Shanda
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Mail
$30 for 1 year
SINGLE COPY
25 cents

NO PAPER?
If you have not received your paper during
delivery, phone (727) 896-2922

Side Door Jazz:
Rose Bilal ond Friends
present Classic Jazz
Another hot ticket
W
stohte&Binle 2^0 ond

W
i°zz
with emphasis«piaro, boss omf drams.

Thursday, August 17th, 7:30 pm, $20

DEADLINES
All news items, advertising copy and related art I

The Wild Party

submitted for publication on Thursday must be
at the office of The Weekly Challenger no later j

The Palladium Summer Conservancy Alumni
Featuring Broadway sensafloa Michelle Dowdy

than 4 p.m. Monday

Adopted from a book-length poem written in and about the Roaring Twenties, Andrew .
Lippo's WILD PARTY tells the story of one wild evening in o Manhotton apartment where
the residents have decided to throw the party of oil parties; mixing some outrageous
behavior into the typified reckless abandon of the era,

COLUMNIST’S DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by The Challenger
columnists/advice columnists do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Weekly Challenger. By
publishing such columns, The Challenger is not
advocating the following of any advice or
suggestion expressed.

Friday, August 18th, 7:30 pm, $10-$T5
Saturday, August 19th, 2:00 pm MATINEE & 7:30 pm, $10~$15
Sunday, August 20th, 2:00 pm MATINEE, $10-$15

Side Door Jazz:
Patrick Bettison Quartet

SUBMISSIONS POLICY
Submissions to The Weekly Challenger may be
edited for reasons of space, clarity or for
considerations of liability. All submissions
become the sole property of The Weekly
Challenger. The Weekly Challenger reserves |

Presented by the Al Downing Tampa Bay Jazz Association
Patrick is on extremely talented multi-Instrumentolist, romposer ond shrewd chess player.
He ploys the bass guitar and is o very proficient harmonica player. Born in tngiand but
raised in Australia, Patrick has a unique accent and a great wit. Among his many credits
are ploying bass with Acoustic Alchemy a world doss acoustic jazz group, Gumbi Ortiz,
Manfredo Fest and Kenny Drew Ir.

the right to run all or part of any submission at a
later time. Some submissions may take
precedence due to timeliness or
newsworthiness.
Volume 38 • Number 50
Published Thursday, August 17, 2006
16 pages *1 section
©®hf Wrrkly Challenge
All rights reserved. No portions of this periodical
may be reproduced without expressed consent.

issue and mothers who are on their own',”
Henry told a Sun reporter. “Some mothers
look for whoever can fill that void. Out of
desperation. They’re exhausted. What we
know about pedophiles, they’re not'going
after the child
who’s around a
father every day.” “
There’s
a
reason for that.
Daddies who are
around every day
have the nasty but
necessary habit of
kvin J- Harris, 11
breaking kneecaps.
was l°ur|d stabbed
behind a church in

Northeast Baltimore

Racial Convolutions

Published weekly on Thursdays by
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

ATTENTION POSTMASTER:
Send all address changes to
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

And here’s a question I posed in a
series of BlackAmericaWeb.com columns
last year: Where was his daddy?
It’s the first question that popped into
Leon Henry’s mind when he learned of
Irvin’s death. The answer to Henry’s
question is short and sour: Irvin s dad is in
prison for murder. He failed his son as,
much as Shanda Harris did.
Henry is the director of Maryland
Children’s Action Network in Baltimore.
In an interview with the Baltimore . Sun,
Henry talked about how vulnerable single
mothers are to pedophiles.
“You get into the whole protection

Thursday, August 24th, 7:30 pm, $20

1
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253 Fifth Avenue North St. Petersburg, FL 33701
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Don’t let Amy’s
blond hair, blue eyies
and fair complexion
fool you. She grew
up on the ethnic
streets of Chicago’s
south side, is fluent
in Spanish and as it
Joseph C.
happens
has a black
Phillips
husband and infant
baby boy. Amy swears she is going to write
a book entitled, “I’m married to a brother so
why can’t 1 be a sister.” I assured her that
following publication she would be deluged
with mail from sisters writing volumes on
why wedding vows do not membership in
the sisterhood make.
Amy is experiencing the loneliness- of.
being “the other,” of being excluded from
conversations because she is not a “person of
color,” of being approached with wariness
ahd suspicion, in short, of the world little
appreciating the complex and unique person
beneath her racial classification. More than a
few “sisters” would be tempted -^as I was
— to shrug their shoulders and offer a
sympathetic “welcome to the club.”
That is until they pause (again as I did)
and began to consider their own frustrations
with race, of feeling “otherness” and
unappreciated. I realized then that her tongue
in cheek quest to join the sisterhood is not a
plea to move beyond color. She has had a
taste of invisibility and found it not to her
liking. Instead she wishes to move beyond
race, to be free from constricting definitions
that rob us of our individuality.
The world is changing faster than we are
rewriting the rules pf race. According to the
2000 census, the fastest growing ethnic
group in America is that of mixed race. If the
growing number of biracial citizens were not
enough, the advent of affordable DNA
testing has begun to reshape the way in
which many others are defining (or
redefining) their racial selves,. A swab of
saliva has suddenly made clear that racially
speaking we all have a lot in common .
Yet, as peculiar as genetics are they
don’t seem nearly as important as the Way in
which we interact with the world and more

importantly the way in which it interacts
with us. After all, DNA doesn’t mean a whil
if it has no real world impact on the way in
which one traverses the cultural landscape. 1
grew up with a girl that was one-fourth
Native American, but looked like a Barbie
Doll. She could talk about being Native
American all day long, however, hei
experience in the world more resembled that
of Grace Kelly than that of Pocahontas.
Our outdated views on race and continued
need for racial classifications often turn us
into actors in a kind of absurdist theatre.
Amy recounts her struggle to get a
young African American student accepted
into a support and tutoring program foi
African American boys. In an effort to
improve the success of black male students,
the school where she teaches began the Kofi
program. Kofi is Swahili for a handful. Amy
felt (hat an eighth grader in one of her classes
would benefit from such a program.
However, the boy was denied enhance
because he didn’t qualify. Although the boy
was bom in New Jersey, his parents are
Nigerian. He was not allowed to participate
in the program (bearing a Swahili name no
less!) because he was not “AfricanAmerican.” Amy spent the better part of the
semester arguing with the Black program
administrators that indeed he was African
and American. A partial transcript of that
conversation follows:
“What’s the name of the guy on first
base?”
“No, What is on second.”
“I’m not asking you who is on second.”
“Who is on first”
“I don’t know.”
“He’s on third.”
As we move further into the 21st
century, the face of America is rapidly
changing. Our notions of race must keep
pace without tying us into convoluted knots
Amy may never write her book though such
a tome might generate a very necessary
conversation about our need to begin
discarding archaic and divisive notions oi
race and racial authenticity in favor of an
expanded definition that gives voice to the
breadth of our human experience.
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TAMPABAY AREA NEWS
Rick-

JAIMIM
“St. Petersburg’s Jazz Jewel: Idress Sulieman”
Just about three years ago, when
I was finalizing my plans to relocate
from South Orange, New Jersey to
Paradise (sunny, St. Petersburg),
friends of mine continued to question
me as to how I would satisfy my
appetite for jazz. Hammond B-3
Organ player Radam Schwartz said,
“Rick, there’s no jazz • in St.
Petersburg. You’re going to go
crazy.” I explained to him I knew
there was jazz in the area because I
had recently viewed a documentary
about the 2002 Sarasota Jazz Festival
on the PBS Cable Television
Channel; so all was not lost.
It took close to one year for me
to become indoctrinated into what
was happening on the jazz scene in
the Tampa Bay area. It was not too
long after settling in St. Petersburg
that I became a Correspondent for
the Weekly Challenger, writing a
weekly jazz column; a position I
enjoy immensely. That’s when I
really started learning about the
fantastic jazz history St. Petersburg
has kept secret for so very long.
One evening while surfing the
television channels, I came across a
documentary entitled “The Manhattan
Casino”. At first I thought the

program was about gambling, but
then I learned it was about a
building in St. Petersburg’s history
that became a legend in its own
right. Later on, my special friend,
Yvonne Alsup, introduced me to
Rosalie Peck and Jon Wilsonj
authors of “St. Petersburg’s Historic
22nd Street South”, which is an
outstanding historical account of St.
Petersburg’s South Side as it was
“back-in-the-day”. Now it was all
starting to cpme together as if I were
on a pre-planned musical journey
directed to leam more and more
about the area’s musical history.
As if I hadn’t learned enough
about the music and musicians of
St. Petersburg’s South Side, I
received a telephone call from one
of the popular local musicians. I did
not realize at the time, just how
important that call would be in my
quest for knowledge of the musical
heritage of St. Petersburg’s South
Side. Jazz devotee and local musician,
Al Williams, had decided to contact
me after reading several of my jazz
articles. Since then, I have become
indebted to Williams for extending
his friendship and becoming one
of my main resources- for jazz

information in the area...both past
and present.
During one of our conversations,
Williams asked if I had ever heard
of a jazz trumpeter by the name of
Idress Sulieman. My response was
a definite “yes”. I had been a fan of
Idress Sulieman long before I joined
the Miles Davis camp. It was in the
early 1950’s whenT first heard about
this outstanding jazz trumpet player.
Williams then dropped the ‘bomb’
...when he informed me that
Sulieman was a product of St.
Petersburg, and that before converting
to the Muslim faith, his name was
Leonard Graham. Williams also
informed me that he had taken
trumpet lessons from Sulieman,
who never charged him one dime.
All that he had to dp was to go over
to his house and that was it.
Sulieman taught Williams his very
first trumpet solo taken from
Erskine Hawkins’ “Tuxedo
Junction”. Sulieman also attended
Gibbs High School and played for a
year in the school band under the
late Alvin Downing.
My first Sulieman listening
experience came when I purchased
“Blue Gene”, a Gene Ammons

Idress Sulieman
album featuring Sulieman on trumpet
and Pepper Adams on baritone sax.,
Also, accompanying Ammons on
this album is Mai Waldron, piano;
Art Taylor, drums; Doug Watkins,
bass; Ray Barretto, conga;,and of
course Ammons on tenor sax. Part
of a review states the following:
“Blue Gene is a- superb mono
Prestige recordin g of a soulful and
deeply blue Gene Ammons landscape
- one that leaves you yearning for
more. Terrific close support for this
rich and aggressively shaped tenor
sax lines comes from that fonnidable
presence of Idress Sulieman heard
in those soaring trumpet notes...”
After listening to Sulieman on this
album, I immediately became a fan
of this dynamic trumpet player.
Sulieman

was

born

in

St.

Petersburg, but spent many years
living in Sweden; however, he
returned to his native city of St.
Petersburg, and lived at the Graham
Apartments, until his passing several
years ago. It should be mentioned
also that his father Roy Graham
worked on the door at the Manhattan
Casino, and is mentioned in the
television documentary when they
talk about the doorman who never
forgot a patron’s face once they
entered the building. Sulieman
deserves more recognition from his
native city and, ! intend to follow-up
this article with another one which
will delve more deeply into his
musical works. Sulieman’s musical
history is extensive and could not
possibly be covered in a single
article. As an outstanding jazz

musician, arranger, and a native son
of St. Petersburg, surely Sulieman
deserves all the accolades we can
bestow upon him.
(To be continued.)
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
* * * * ******
Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU ! You may visit my website at:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me
at Jazzjamm@aolcom. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s
Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St., S.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

A Lifetime of Caring for Children
Re-Elect Mary Brown

Office depot
tomrerr

for Pinellas County School Board, District 7

Vote September 5th:z
Education

• BA Degree in Business Management/Human Resource - Eckerd College
• Early Childhood Certification, Kean College, New Jersey
Personal

• Married to Norman. Brown
• 5 children (public school educated)
• 9 grandchildren
• Pinellas County Resident for 21 years
Supports

• Finding Alternatives to the Choice plan
• Closing The Achievement Gap & Increasing Graduation Rates
• More Technical/Vocational Opportunities
• Accountability For Fiscal Management And Delivery Of Programs
• Increasing Parent Involvement
• Encouraging Community Partnerships That Support Public Schools
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From Gov. Bush to Nine-Member
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Psalms Mack

ST. PETERSBURG - Psalms
Mack,
Equal
Access/Equal
Opportunity officer for the college
and an academic/career counselor
at Tarpon Springs Campus, has
been appointed to the state’s ninemember Charter Schools Review
Board by Gov. Jeb Bush.
“I am privileged to be selected
to serve in this capacity,” Mack
said. “I have seen firsthand right
here at St. Petersburg Collegiate
High School how successful a
charter school can be.”
The Florida Department of
Education
(DOE)
regularly
convenes a Charter School Review
Panel to review issues, practices,
and policies regarding Charter
schools. Each panel member serves

a one-year term, unless renewed by
the office making the appointment.
The panel makes recommendations
to the Legislature, (DOE), charter
schools, and school districts, for
improving
charter < school
operations and their oversight.
Mack has been employed at St.
Petersburg College 15 years. She
earned her Educational Doctorate in
Counseling Psychology in 2002
from the University of Sarasota.
She received her master’s degree in
Counseling Psychology from the
University of South Florida in
1993; her bachelor’s degree in
Educational Studies from Eckerd
College in 1990 and her Associate
in Arts degree from St. Petersburg
College in 1988.

.
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September 2006 Free
Community Health &
Wellness Classes at
Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center

Johnnie Ruth-Clark Health Center

- ST. PETERSBURG - With the
increase of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes,, obesity and caneer impacting
the health of Pinellas County citizens,
Johnnie Ruth Clarke Health Center
located at 1344 22nd Street South, St
Petersburg is offering to the community
the following free health & wellness
classes: Do You Know your Blood.
Pressure Numbers, and High Blood

Gibbs High School Update
By: Rosalie Peck

“Inez Dunlap, (class of 1941) is crowned
“Queen of the May Day Festival” by
Hester M. Albritton (class of 1942).

Challenger Feature Writer

Pressure Medications class. For more
information please contact Sandra
Grosvenor, RN at 727 824-8121.
Real Solutions an eight-week weight
loss class combines nutrition', physical
activity and a healthy cooking
demonstration for successful weight loss
and a healthy lifestyle change, please
contact Jessica Bruzzichesi, RD at 727
824-8122.
Diabetes education and self
management class combines nutrition,
meal and menu planning, physical
activity, diabetes management and
control for better diabetes control,
please contact Jessica Bruzzichesi, RD
at (727) 824-8122.
Photo courtesy lot

REUNION
continued from front page

State University Long Beach for 29
years and was named outstanding
professor of the year for 2003-04.
The class was grateful that two of its
former teachers Lois Howard (Librarian)
and Mary Jones (Art), and sehool
i|i ww

secretary) Maggie Brown, were able to
attend the banquet. Mr. Emanuel Stewart
(Principal), was not able to attend.
The class president, Curtis Ruth, and
all in attendance felt the reunion was a
success and appreciate all the hard work
and time dedicated to the planning. All
are looking forward to celebrating the
50th in 2011.

W W

FUNDS
available for education
projects that help protect

WATER

RESOURCES

The Southwest Florida
Water Management
District
is offering Community
Education Grants up to
$5,000 each to individuals,
groups and governments to
provide innovative and
cost-effective education
projects in any or all of the r
following areas:
• Water quality

♦ Natural systems
* Alternative water resources
» Water conservation
» Flood protection ■
*. Watersheds'

Applications are due
Sept, is, 2006.

Projeets must^oeeiir
between March X and
June 30, 2007.
To discuss project Ideas and grant guidelines, call i-800-423-1476
(FL only) or (352) 796-7211, ext. 4779, or email
WaterEducation@WaterMatters.org.
Applications are available online at WaterMatters.org/communitygrants
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National Jazz Artist
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19th - Sarasota Bovs & Girls Club lpm-5pra
1790 21st St., Sarasota, FL.
20th- Gills YMCA lpm-Spm
3200 1st Ave. S., Sf. Petersburg, FL. 33712
■H ■iU
26th - Bradenton Boys & Girls Club lpm-5pm
1415 9th St. W., Bradenton, fL.
FL.
27th - North Greenwood Recreation & Aquatic Complex 1 pm-5pm
900 Martin Luther King Blvd, Clearwater, FL. 33755
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2nd - University Of South Florida - Marshall Center 1 pm-5pm
4202 E. Fowler Ave., Tampa FL
r.
3rd -Sim Park Recreation Center lpm~5pm
I ashionqhow Qu
1725 MLK Ave., Lakeland, FL.
Uasnfffere {^clours j ashions
9th -International Academy Of Art & Design 1 pm-5pm
5104 Eisenhower Blvd.,Tampa, FL,
10th - Boys & Girls Club / Royal Theater lpm-5pm
101122nd St. S., St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
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ST. MARK
continuedfrom front page

was most evident throughout the
day which began with heartfelt
hymns and emotional testimonies.
Many attendees took advantage
of the established prayer room
where more worshipping took
place all day.
One of the main goals was to
focus on the entire temple of
mind, body and soul. Cynthia
Coney explained, “The Season of
Pampering was an evolution from
the first successful first annual
conference held in 2005, attended
by approximately 400 participants.
With that enormous success we
wanted to prepare better for the
second conference but wanted to
have something in the interim.
We wanted to celebrate sisterhood
and our relationship with Christ.”
Dr. Cynthia White, another
of the committee members
emphasized, “We as women
sometimes suffer in silence and
we have difficulty bonding with
one another. We have to reach out
to each other and draw women
together. We have common
issues; if we bond together we
will have more strength. On the
outside we have it all together but
on the inside it’s a lot of turmoil.
When we strengthen ourselves
and revitalize ourselves we can
go back and give more.”
Rev. Brian K.Brown, pastor
of St. Mark, M.B. Church
supported the innovative plan
immediately when the committee
brought it to him. “It is part of
our vision,” Rev. Brown stated.
“We want our church to be a
Bible based haven of hope,
heaven, and healing. We want to
do some things that are out of the
box and in the Word we are
challenged by God to take cafe of
our temples, not just the soul, but
the entire body. This was an
opportunity for women to come
together to celebrate woman hood
and sisterhood.”
As the day progressed it was
evident this day of pampering
was a major event that
encompassed the total care of a
woman’s body and mind.
However, it was also an
opportunity for networking and
to build more business contacts.
All of the entrepreneurs donated
their services. Facials were given

ST. PETERSBURG Significant progress is being
made with each meeting of the
Gibbs High School Dedication
Committee which has been
charged with the exciting task
of planning and implementing a
dedication ceremony for our
renovated school. The dedication
ceremony is scheduled for
Sunday, October 22, 2006, at
4:00 P.M. at the Gibbs High
School Auditorium. The event
will be free and open to the
public.
Anyone with historical data
and artifacts for donation to a
permanent Historical Display,
or any questions, may contact
the principal’s secretary (727)
893-5452, or committee cochair, Mrs. Sharion Thurman
Reeves during evening hours at
(727) 864-3801, or Mrs.
Barbara Shorter, Committee

by Mary Kay Cosmetic Is shesaid.
representatives Angela Griffith,
Massages brought oolis and
Carolyn Robinson, and Harriet aahs
from
everyone
who
Kinchlow.
experienced them. Tension and
Kinchlow was excited to be cares were only memories as
part of the celebration and said, fingers worked magic on the
“This event gives women a backs of women, while their feet
chance to fellowship and find out were treated to indulging
about themselves and each other. reflexology or foot massages.
I think a program like this is most Kimberly Williams, Beatrice
beneficial to spread the word Warren, and Jakki Basco were the
more and get more women masseuses who gave many
involved in community activities.” women their first experience of
One highlight of the day ever having a professional
was when Diane Speights, massage.
president of the St. Petersburg
Manicures were provided by
Metropolitan section of the hail technicians, Monica Denson,
National Council of Negro Talisha Hankerson, and Katrease
Women and Mary Kay Cosmetics McCarther owner of Faces by
consultant, spoke softly during Katrease.
the aromatherapy sessions in a
Health problems are a major
darkened room while scented concern in the Black community.
candles burned and Christian “High blood pressure, diabetes,
music played, about letting go of and heart disease are killing
stress. She told the ladies to leam African American women more
to think about themselves and to than any other ethnic group,”
love themselves.
Medora Little, a Public Health
, “It’s so wonderful that St, nutritionist from the Department
Mark put something together of Health extolled passionately,
where women could step out of during the nutrition forum. “How
their busy schedules and pamper we prepare food is what’s hurting
themselves. We women wear so us. It’s not about looking good,
many hats that we seldom take but being healthy. In order to
the time to think about us,” said serve God we have to be in good
Speights. Speights’ theory is that health. African American women
if we do not take fhe time for self- are dying quicker due to stress,
love and self-acknowledgement obesity, and lack of exercise.”
we will not be able to give those
Sonia Franklin, a cancer
gifts to others; our emotional survivor, gave a powerful
wells will be dry. “You can’t testimony to her faith in God for
give away what you don’t have,” curing her during the Medical

Community Chair, at (727)
867-1777. Now is the time to
contribute saved cherished
items, to the preservation of the
history of Gibbs High School, a
stellar institution of learning,
that cohtinues to mean so much
to so many.
Initial
response
to j
committee requests for names I
and addresses of out of town
(and local) former students has
been positive. However, it is
greatly
desired ; that an
invitational mailing list be as
complete as possible; and that
names and addresses be
submitted as soon as possible.
Mail your list of names and 1
addresses of out of town former 1
students to: Mrs .Sharion T. j
Reeves, Gibbs High School, fl
850 - 34th Street South, St. 1
Petersburg,

Florida,

33711-

2297.

Awareness session. “Even though
I lost my hair I still had a job and
I still had God.” Pharmacist Lisa
Davis also was a featured
speaker.
Beautiful, elegant baskets
donated by businesses were
given away during the luncheon.
The St. Mark’s M.B. Church
Christian Women’s Conference
committee members are
Chaundlyn Albert, Stephenia
BroWn, Diane Coar, Cynthia
Coney, Lisa David, Charissa
Jackson, Rhonda Jackson,
LaTonya King, Gwen Maloy,
Betty Mason, Sandra Patterson,
Bridgett Prince, Mamie Rogers
and Dr. Cynthia White.
Rev. Brian K. Brown closed
by saying, ‘T hope the women
took away a sense of sisterhood
and unity. They might come from
different
backgrounds
and
different churches, but there is an ■
essential line of connection. I
hope they walk away with an
understanding of connecting and
tapping into their spiritual being.
This conference of season for us
was an opportunity to refresh our
body and temple, but also to
refocus our direction back to
God. Everything is God, pray,
praise, and pampering. I hoped
that by end of the day some of the
knots that were on the sisters
backs were loosened and a sense
of their burdens has been
transferred to God/’

Manicurist Telisha Hankerson works on Cynthia Thomas while other conference attendees
pictured in background enjoy time together.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor, Weekly Challenger,
2500 Dr. M.L. King St, S., St. Petersburg, FL, 33705 or E-mailed to: WCectiior@Tampabay.rrcom.'

Letters to the editor are encouraged. Letters should be addressed:

Letters must be brief and include writer’s name, address and phone ,number.,
Writer’s name will be published with the letter. We maintain the right to reject or edit any letters submitted.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Citywide Crime Prevention Block Party August 19th in Central Oak Park. Residents of
the Central Oak Park Neighborhood Association
nave called

a citywide

block party to

pull

numerous neighbors and groups together
Saturday, August 19th from 3 to 5 pm. The
location of the block party is Dartmouth Ave N
between 39th & 40th Streets. Please also extend
this invitation to others you know, particularly
those

who work to

prevent crime

in

their

neighborhoods. Attendees are asked to bring a
side dish or soda, and seating!

12.30 p.m. No prior background in Holocaust
education or history is needed.

19th Annual Silver Hat Awards. WorkNet
Pinellas is proud to invite you to be a part of the

Candidates

interested in taking the class should contact Elyse

19th Annual Silver Hat Awards, honoring Pinellas

your wisdom and

life skills with a

Gerber at 727.820.0100 Ext. 221.

County’s outstanding older workers and their

Volunteer

mentor

employers. WorkNet needs your help in finding
older workers and employers around the

parenting. For further information contact:

Get Financially Fit This Summer and Fall!
Learn how to improve your finances with FREE
classes held

community who deserve to be honored. The
Silver Hat Awards will be a light luncheon event

by Pinellas County Extension.

Manage Your Money, Build Your Wealth is a

held

series of three sessions on money management

September 27, 2006, in union with National

to

Employ the Older Worker Week. The deadline for

information exchange and policy briefing between
concerned citizens and candidates for local, state
and federal office. The event is sponsored by the
South St. Petersburg Advocacy Project, Minority
Issues Advisory Council, Generations United,
Children’s Campaign, R’Club, Operation PAR,
Early Learning Coalition, YMCA, Family Resources,
Coordinated Child Care and others.

Saturday, August 26, 2006. Breakfast 8:00 a.m.

year. A program to help make your business
thrive, not just survive...And more! Saturday

September 9, 2006 from 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. At
University of South Florida, 140 7th Ave. So.
Davis

Hall,

Rm

130.

Registration fee $50.

Registration deadline September 4. To register,

Wednesday,

removed. 2. 10th Ave. S. between Yale St S. and
26th St. S. will be removed. 3. 26th St. S. from
10th Ave S. to 11th Ave S. will be removed. For

12520

St. Petersburg Times Festival of Reading
Announces early line up of authors. The 14th

call

Annual St. Petersburg Times Festival of Reading

(727) 582-2673. For more information on topics or
locations, call Pinellas County Extension at
(727) 582-2113 or visit the Family and Consumer

is scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 28, from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg. The free festival is an annual celebration

And Empowerment Council, lnc.(M.O.V.E.) and the

Sciences site, www.pinellascounty.org/extension.

of literacy, featuring nationally known authors,

PARENT SUPPORT IN EDUCATION PROGRAM?

book signings, panel discussions, workshops and

M.O.V.E. and

Tuesday Infant/Toddler Literacy. Get Ready,

a variety of entertainment. Applications can be

increase

nominations is Friday, August 18, 2006.

the following times and times: Session 1:

6-8
p.m., Aug. 24, 31 and Sep. 7, West Community

Library,

6700

8th Ave.

N.,

St.

Petersburg.

Session 2: 6-8 p.m., Sept 19, 26 and Oct. 3, 6
to 8 p.m., Pinellas County Extension,
Ulmerton

Rd.,

Largo.

To

register,

more information contact Capital Improvements
Department, City of St. Petersburg 727-893-7256.

M.O.V.E. Needs You. Motivated On Vision

Parents meet monthly on the
1st Monday - 6:30 p.m. @ the Enoch Davis

Get Set, Let’S Learn! Join us for a workshop and

downloaded from the Times Festival of Reading

Center 12th Street and 18th Ave, South, starting

learn how to use developmentally appropriate

web site at www.festivalofreading.com or requested

August 7th. All are welcomed and encouraged to

materials fpr infants and toddlers that promote

by leaving a name, address and phone number

participate. For more information contact Elder

language and literacy learning. September 12,
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Call (727) 582-2122 for

on the Festival of Reading information line at

Rainey at (727) 866-2589.

(727) 892-2358.

registration information/ Free and open to all
caregivers, parents and child care professionals.

FLORIDA HOLOCAUST MUSEUM LOOKING
FOR NEW DOCENTS. The Florida Holocaust

601

Mentors serve as role models and provide
encouragement and friendship to a child in
Pinellas County who needs to build self-esteem,

Volunteers Needed at the Free Clinic. The
St. Petersburg Free Clinic holds a volunteer
orientation every 2nd Tuesday of the month at
10:00 a.m. and again on the 3rd Tuesday of the

a

month at 3:30 p.m. Current volunteer openings

listening ear. -Volunteer a few hours a week near

include: Special Event Volunteers, Food Packers

14th Street South. Crime prevention run

your home. Odr program is funded by the
Juvenile Welfare Board of PineHas County. For

for We Help Services, Intake workers for Beacon
House and the Health Center, and Receptionists

registration starts at 9:00 a.m. with the race
beginning at 10:00 a.m. Family festival will start at
11:00 a.m. and end at 2:00 p.m. For more

more information or to find out when our next
Open House will be please call Gulf Coast
Community Care Adults Mentoring Children

for the administrative office. Volunteer opportunities

information contact Lendel Bright at (727) 3272081, ext 225.

Program (727)-479-1831

information about volunteer opportunities or to
attend the orientation, call Rebecca Russell-Gootee
at (727) 861-1200, ext. 114.

2:00 p.m.

week training course. Training classes will be
held September 11 through November 2, every
Monday and Thursday from 9.30 a.m. through

on

Kerri Aaronson, Coordinator - Parent Aide
Program (727) 544-3900 x168.

between Yale St, S. and 26th St. S. will be

goals,

22nd Annual 5k Crime Prevention Run
ahd Family Festival in the park will be held
Saturday, September 16, 2006 from 9:00 a.m. -

Individuals must be able to commit to a seven-

Hall

at Campbell Park Community Center

needs

special

assistance

or just

needs

are also available in the Free Clinic Food Bank
and the Free Clinic Women’s Residence. For more

Candidate Outreach Event
Open to the Public
Join Local and Community Leaders and Show Your Support for Our Children
ST. PETERSBURG - It’s that time
of year when candidates move around
and ask your opinion on things but it’s
really about getting you to vote for
them. There are 4-million children' in
Florida who can’t vote and who need
every adult, parent and grandparent
to speak for them.
On Saturday morning, August 26th,
a pancake breakfast and 60-minute
program will bring citizens and
community leaders together with the
candidates to talk about the needs of
children and families.
“Pancakes, Children and Candidates”
and will take place at Mt. Zion
Progressive Missionary Baptist Church.
Many people who serve children
will inform and inspire not only yoc but
our future leaders as well.
' The moderator will be Bill Bentley,
Executive Vice-President and Chief
Operating Officer of the Points of Light
Foundation based in Washington, D.C..
Joining him will be Reverend Louis
Murphy of the Mt. Zion church; Sallie
Parks, former member of the Pinellas
County Board of County Commissioners;

parent!

successful

or (727) 507-4300 ext. 3033.

set

exhibit or for more information, please call 727
893-7146 or e-mail ondria.mcdonald@stpete.org.

Museum is currently recruiting for new docents.

Eckerd

for

Jacqueline Skryd at jskryd@worknetpinellas.org

participants

savings, reduce debt and make wise use of loans

Progressive Missionary Baptist Church 955 20th

Small Business Success. Back for a second

Ruth

a

If you have any questions, please contact

help

Candidate Education Program 9:30 a.m. Mt. Zion
Street South. FREE TO THE PUBLIC

at

as

Permanent Road Closures. Ariticipated
construction of the new Wildwood Park Sports
complex addition tentatively scheduled to
begin Aug. 1 and be completed by Oct 31 will
permanently close 3 roadways: 1. Irving Ave. S.

and credit. The presentations are scheduled for

Pancakes, Children and Candidates, an

Make a difference in the life of a parent.
Enjoy feeling a “Happy Heart” when you share

Lars Hafner, former member of the
Floridh House of Representatives; and
Roy Miller, President of the Children’s
Campaign, the statewide sponsor of the
5 Promises Campaign which is holding
this event.
The 5 Promises are dedicated to.
ensuring that every parent and guardian
and child in Florida has access to
important programs including (1)
prenatal, infant and child health care;
(2) parenting skill training and family
support services to build and sustain
healthy and safe families; (3) high
quality child care and early learning
opportunities; (4) safe and ■ enriching
after-school experiences;, and (5)
delinquency prevention programs and
services to treat children with pfoblems.
People who haye turned their lives
around with the help of the services will
share their success stories.
Sponsors include: Coordinated
Child Care of Pinellas, Early Learning
Coalition of Pinellas, Family Resources,
Florida Network of Youth and Family
Services) Generations United, Healthy
State Coalition of Pinellas, Minority

Win two FREE tickets to
Sesame Street Live!

Issues Advisory Council, Mt. Zion
Progressive, Missionary Baptist
Church, Operation PAR, R’Club, South
St. Petersburg Advocacy Project, Tampa
Bay Health Care Collaborative, and
YMCA of the Suncoast.
Remember, Saturday, August 26,
2006 at 8:00 a.m. at Mt. Zion
Progressive Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th Street South. Program starts at
9:30 a.m. The event is free and open to
the public .
For more information contact
Stephanie Brown at (727) 460-0013.
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The Weekly Challenger is looking for interesting photos with captions to be
published in the paper. We are also interested in original artwork done by
children ages 5-15 years old to also be published. Items can be mailed to
or dropped off to the newspaper at 2500 Dr. M.L. King St. S. ST.
Petersburg, FL 33705. The photos and artwork will not be returned.

snaaa

Submissions must be in by September 1st. Entries will be judged on clarity,
originality and interest to community. No inappropriate or obscene photos
will be accepted. Include name, address and phone number with each
entry. Winners will be notified before September 7th. Names of winners Will
be published. Any questions contact the editor at (727) 896-2922.

IHE PALLADIUM THEATRE-HOUGH
283 FIFTH AVENUE NORTH
8T. PETERSBURG, FL 33701 818

FOR INFO CALL; 727-410

SESAME STREET LIVE
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STATE NEWS
USAA Asks to Raise Homeowner,
Condo Insurance Rates by 40
Percent
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. Insurance Co. and Nationwide losses and rising construction
(AP) - USAA Casualty, which Insurance Co. of Florida have costs, said USAA spokeswoman
primarily insures military personnel previously asked to raise premiums Lynne McChristian.
Reinsurance prices skyrocketed
and their families, has asked the because of reinsurance. Reinsurance
is
insurance
coverage
for
insurance
state to increase its homeowner and
and coverage availability shrank
condominium premiums by an companies, to help pay claims after -after Hurricane Katrina last year,
a catastrophe.
average of 40 percent.
and the -market is unlikely to
State regulators approved State improve soon, said Bob Lotane,
The company made the request
Friday to the state Office of Insurance Farm’s rate hike last month. USAA a spokesman for Insurance
Regulation. USAA insures more received an average 8 percent rate Commissioner Kevin McCarty.
than 280,000 people in Florida, increase earlier this year.
“That being said, a couple of
“Reinsurance plays into the years of good weather will probably
according to the OIR.
USAA and two of Florida’s five equation, but (the new increase is) make things a lot brighter,” Lotane
largest insurers; State Farm Florida also, looking at anticipated future said.

Public Counsel Seeks Refund for
Progress Customers
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) The consumer advocate for the
state’s utility customers filed a
petition with state regulators seeking
a refund for customers of Progress
Energy, alleging that the company
has failed to use the cheapest coal
available in its power plants.
Florida’s Office of Public
Counsel, which represents Florida
utility customers in rate cases before
regulators, filed a petition this week
with the Public Service Commission,
seeking a $143 million cumulative
refund for Progress customers.

Progress,; the state’s second
largest electric utility, should have
used more of a certain type of coal
mined in the western United States
that is cheaper than the coal from
the eastern part of the country that
the company bums in its Crystal
River coal plants, according to the
petition filed by Public Counsel
Harold McLean.
Progress spokesman C J. Drake
said Friday the company was still
reviewing the petition, but “based
on our preliminary review, we
disagree With its allegations.”

Drake pointed out that the PSC
and other consumer advocates
review the company’s fuel costs
each year and so there were plenty
of chances over the last several
years for the use of the western coal
to be challenged.
The PSC could consider the
issue when it takes up its routine
annual review of Progress’ fuel
costs in November, but the Public
Counsel asked the PSC to hold
separate hearings on the matter.
There is no set timetable for the
regulatory panel to make a decision.

CD Helps Children Cope With
Fears of Hurricanes
By DON JORDAN

“What a Hurricane Sounds Like,”
■ The Palm Beach Post
Dalton, 53, sings about everything
from preparing a hurricane kit to
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. having a post-storm party with
(AP) - Tom Dalton turns from the neighbors.
circle of anxious preschoolers seated
The idea is that when children
on the floor and clicks a button on understand a hurricane and know
the CD player the show has begun.
what to expect, they will be more
The kids at Clark Forest Hill relaxed and confident when a storm
Montessori School call out the song hits, he said.
before the singing even begins.
“I wanted to give (kids) a tool,”
Dalton has visited before.
Dalton said. He hopes youngsters
“I wonder what a hurricane who listen to the CD. will take a
sounds like,” Dalton sings as the proactive approach to dealing with a
music starts,echoing his voice hurricane.
coming from the CD player and the
“It’s important for kids to be
voices of the children around him.
part qf that progress,, not just
He strums his guitar while the waiting in the background.”
youngsters hold a variety of simple
The CD was bom from
instruments: tambourines, maracas, experiences in both his personal and
and drums that they shake and professional life. As a counselor,
pound when the song prompts them Dalton has worked with families
to make the sound of waves, wind traumatized by hurricanes. As father
and coconuts flying by in a storm.
of 7-year-old Deanna, he remembers
Before long, the small schoolroom the fear she had as hurricanes
is enveloped in a thunderous noise battered the area in recent years,
of singing and laughter that would
Dalton hopes families will listen
make most people reach for the to the CD together.
storm shutters.
“It’s a needed thing for parents
And while jthe 3 and 4-year-olds to talk to their kids about this,” he
are all smiles, Dalton has not come said. “(Children) don’t have a lot of
to the school just to entertain.
resources to know what to do.”
The music therapist and mental
Dalton is trying to change that
health counselor released “Hurricane this summer by spreading his music
Songs for Kids” last month. The and message through workshops at
nine-track CD is meant to help preschools and summer camps.
children cope with the emotional
. He is on vacation from his job at
troubles of a hurricane. With songs Indian Ridge School, a specialsuch as “My Little Flashlight,” education school in suburban West
“Sometimes I Get So Scared” and Palm Beach that serves students

who have mental illnesses.
Principal Sherri Kelty said
Dalton recently gave her a copy of
Hurricane Songs for Kids, and she
was very impressed.
“He is just extrenlely talented,”
Kelty said.
Bee Clark, director and lead
teacher at Clark Forest Hill
Montessori, said the school often
plays Dalton’s CD, and students are
receptive.
They should be. They provided
the background vocals on the
recording, credited as the Clark
Montessori Children’s Choir. A pair
of Lake Worth youths also contribute
raps on two songs.
,■ “It’s good for children because
they are so freaked out by the
hurricanes,” Clark said, adding that
she remembers being frightened by
the sounds of a hurricane as a young
girl.
At the end of a performance,!
with the lights off, Dalton asks the]
youngsters tq lie down and close?
their eyes. He turns on Hurricane
Lullaby, a soft, guitar-picked tune,
and the kids pretend to sleep.
Dalton watches over them,
clutching his guitar and singing
along. The children keep quiet until
one makes an exaggerated snoring
noise and the room erupts in giggles.
“This
opens
up
the
communication,” Dalton said later.
“That way, when a hurricane comes,
the kids will say, ‘Hey, I know about
that.’”
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Political advertising paitMbr and approved fry Lew Williams,
Nw-Partisan, for Pinellas County Sehool Beard, District 3.

Z

Williams is a forms.' Principal in Si, Petersburg,

Clearwater. Dunedin, PineHas Park and Seminole schools.

The one person that can bring unity to the School
Board is Lew Williams. He has the experience,
commitment, dedication and knowledge of the
total community. I strongly recommend that we
vote and elect Lew Williams at the upcoming
September primary.

I spent over 34 years in the Pinellas Coun ty
Sehool System, as a teacher, a principal, and
a district administrator. When 1 retired, I
didn’tjust “turn off” my commitment
toourpubticschools.

I

I care deeply about every child. My children
attend our public schools. I ant passionate
about public education. Everything that we
vofae about our community is reliant on a
strong education system.

Dr. David T. Welch
Retired Pinellas County School, Administrator

“With the challenges facing our schools, onr
community needs a Lew Williams on the School
Board looking out for our children. We can bank
on Lew to keep his promise to work hard and
make smart decisions.”

■

1-800-MORGAN-LAW
TAMPA (813)651-1414

www.forthepeopte.cotn
Free Hospital and House Calls * Se Habla Espanol
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon
advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free, written information
about our qualifications and experience./Percentage fee computed on gross
recovery before expenses (which we will advance) are deducted. Office Tampa.
4 -

I know the responsibility of being a good
steward of the resources provided our
school system by Pinellas County citizens.

Dianne Speights
Retired Pineiias County Schools, Area III
Community Involvement Administrator

White our schools have recently weathered
difficult challenges, J believe the challenges
ahead are even more formidable. It will
require a greeter depth ofexperience on the
School Board to address critical issues like
our growing budget in the face of shrinking
revenues, what will happen after Choice,
living up to the voters’demand for smaller
class size, increasing our graduation rate,
and holdingour District better accountable
to the taxpayers.

“Lew’s leadership and passion for children has
been proven over the years. He is a quiet man who
will make noise at the appropriate time, t.ew
Williams experience as a parent, teacher, principal
and district administrator can be trusted to care
i for our children and employees.
1
I

Deacon Thomas “Jet’" Jackson
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

Lew Williams is approachable. He has district-wide
appeal and is able to get along with “ail people”.
I He is the epitome of the “people prince” and
| makes others feel comfortable. I,ew is honest, has
j a strong commitment to education, is a supporter
1 and champion of childten. angl recognizes the

I promise that J will work hard and make
smart decisions to effectively serve the entire
Pinellas County community. I will only
■sakeeedwitiii^ut^s^port,-

j importance of public education and the need to
reform education by being a good policy maker.

I
I

1

Rev. Dr. Gustave R. Victor

I

Lew Williams
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NATIONAL
US Senator Obama Tells New
Orleans Graduates to Choose
Involvement Over Indifference

-i

**

AHA: Despite Higher Disease Rate,
Black Women Still Ignoring
Heart Health
-H J

He recalled hearing the stories of
400 students trapped on the roof
of a building along with a
handwritten sign that read ‘Help
us’ after flooding blocked their
escape from the storm-ravaged
city.
He said he could give advice
about overcoming challenges or
about courage and perseverance
but “you could probably teach the
rest of us” about those things.
“Yours has been quite an
education, an education in
humanity brought by a force of
nature,” Obama said.
However, he said, those types
of lessons can be unlearned.
“Time can heal and cloud a
memory,” he said. “But it’s your
responsibility to remember what
happened in New Orleans and
make it a part of who you are.
Sen. Barack Obama, D-lll., left, and Norman C. Francis, president of
Katrina might be the most
Xavier University of Louisiana, stand on stage during the
dramatic test you take but it won’t
university’s annual commencement program in New Orleans
be the last.”
Obama said the graduates
CHEVEL JOHNSON
it’s the latter.”
would be forced to choose a
Associated Press Writer
Xavier, the country’s only path - one of detachment and
historically black and Roman indifference or one.of involvement.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Catholic college, reopened in
“The easiest thing is to do
Nearly a year after Hurricane January. More than 120 students
nothing at all. Turn off the TV, put
Katrina submerged Xavier graduated from the College of
down the newspaper and go about
University’s campus under 8 feet Pharmacy in May, and the fall
your busy lives. Remain detached
(2 1/2 meters) of water, Illinois semester will begin Sept. 8 with
and indifferent,” he said. “But, if
Senator Barack Obama joined the about 2,800 students.
you choose to remember what
school in celebrating One of its
Obama, a black first-term happens when responsibilities are
largest graduating classes.
senator frbm Illinois who is a ignored and the buck is passed. ...
“Thanks for allowing me to rising star in the Democratic That asks more of you. Not only
share in your miracle,” Obama Party,
noted
that
most to pursue your own individual
commencement
speakers
tell dreams but also to perfect our
told the nearly 500 graduates of
the College of Arts and Sciences graduates what to expect when collective dream as a nation.”
and the Graduate School seated at they enter “the real world.”
Obama encouraged the
“But this is different,” he said, graduates to “make this a nation
the New Orleans Arena on
adding that most in the room have where we are no longer
Saturday.
Norman C. Francis, Xavier’s already experienced the “real” unprepared to meet the challenges
of time. Make this a nation worthy
president, said he never doubted world since Katrina.
The senator said he visited of the sacrifices of so many of our
that the university would hold
New Orleans last month and saw citizens. Take the second path.
graduation ceremonies this year.
“I said shortly after the storm the “pictures of your campus after
“Katrina’s not the end of
that people would either call me the storm - submerged classrooms tough times for Npw Orleans or
stupid and crazy or an aggressive and dorm rooms where books you,” he said.
visionary,” Francis said. “I guiess remained open as you left them.”

~
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By: SHERREL WHEELER STEWART
BlackAmericaWeb.com

When it comes to exercise time,
most black women are no shows,
according to a recent American
Heart Association survey.
The survey report states that
“97 percent of African-American
women said they know physical
activity can significantly impact
their health, but only nine percent
exercise enough.” The AHA
recommends that women engage in
moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity
for at least 30 minutes five times a
week.
Heart disease is the number-one
killer of women, and black women
have disproportionately high rates
of heart disease and illnesses
associated with the onset of heart
disease, health experts say.
The report is part of the AHA’s
launch of “Choose to Move,” a
program that offers a free 12-Week
guide for women to incorporate
physical activity and a healthy diet
into their lives.
Synovate, Inc., a market research
firm based in Chicago, conducted
the national survey in February 2006
using their online consumer panel.
The survey also showed:
About 85 percent of AfricanAmerican women said obesity
contributes more to heart disease
than physical inactivity. This supports
the idea that if you are thin, you can
be sedentary.
Half as many African-American
women (18 percent) cite health as a
personal goal than do their white
counterparts (37 percent).

African-American women are
four times more likely to change
their spending habits than change
their level of physical activity.
“These survey results are
alarming with regard to the current
health state of African-American
women,” said Dr. Jennifer H. Mieres,
director of Nuclear Cardiology at
New York University School of
Medicine.
“Compared to white women,
African-American women have a
higher prevalence of cardiovascular
disease and stroke, and more than
twice the prevalence of diabetes,”
MierestoldBlackAmericaWeb.com.
Black women also have a
disproportionate rate of obesity and
often have a sedentary lifestyle, so
they must work hard to avoid
medical problems, she said.
“Given their greater risk,
African-American women are not
doing enough to improve their
health through physical activity,”
she said.
Dr. Mieres says women should
always know their numbers 4-;
weight, blood pressure, blood sugar
level and cholesterol level.
“Post menopausal women have
the greatest risk for heart disease
and stroke. Elevated levels can
increase that risk,” Mieres said.
“And for younger black women
who are obese or have a sedentary
lifestyle, they can also have greater
risks, even though they typically
have higher estrogen levels,” she
said.
Here are some statistics.
African-Americans are at.greater
risk for heart disease, stroke and
other cardiovascular diseases than
Caucasians. The prevalence of
cardiovascular disease in nonHispanic black females is 44.7
percent, compared to 32.4 percent
in non-Hispanic white females.
African-American females and
males have higher death rates from
heart disease, stroke and other
cardiovascular diseases than white
females and males.

High blood pressure is a
leading cause of’stroke,The rate of
high blood pressure for non-Hispanic
black females ag$j20 and older is
45.4 percent. 4^?
Z
Roniece WeaVCf^ an Orlando,
Florida-based dieticiaa and co-author
of the book “Slim Down,; Sister,”
said for a large ’number of black
women, exercise is not a priority.
“There are 24 hours ia a. day.
We ought to be able to carve out
enough time to exercise,” Weaver
told BlackAmericaWeb .com. She
exercises daily and recently dropped
10 pounds.
Thickness has been an accepted
part of black culture, so for some
it’s more difficult to change, Weaver
said. “Big Momma, Auntie and Shug
have been thick all of their lives,:
she said, “but it’s time to change.”
Unfortunately, it takes a wake
up call to get the attentidnof some
women.
-LF'
■ fi
• “They don’t change until the
doctor gives thein
br an
ultimatum,”Weaver,said.
And for those who think they
are too large to .exercise; -Weaver
has some advice. “If they don’t jog,
they can march in place. And they
need to work on getting some of the
weight off. You have to find what
• works best for you, and do it. Some
people can find rime in themoming
and stick with Wi Others prefer
evenings after work,” she said.
But for many black women,
there still is one problem.
“We let our hair get in the way,”
Weaver said. “You’d better put
some weave in your purse, and go
ahead and exercise.”
Donna Richardson Joyner, one
of the nation’s premier fitness and
wellness expert$/and a tnerftber of
the President’s <Mgfcil oniPftysical
Fitness, is a spokeswoman for
“Choose to Move” and is continuing
her challenge to black Women to
raise their level of physical activity.,
“An investment in your health,”
Richardson Joyner said, “is an
investment in your future,”

Traditionalist Push for Revival of Old-Time Religious Musll

Lady Corder Chapman, a Nashville
church musician, plays and sings some
traditional old time church hymns on
her piano at her Nashville home

ANITA WADHWANI
The Tennessean

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Walk into
most African-American churches Sunday
morning and you’re more likely to hear the
choir sing from the gospel top 40 list than
sing old-time “Negro spirituals” or hymns
from traditional hymnbooks.
Ministers say there’s been a musical
shift in black churches over the past two
decades as contemporary gospel music with
a beat (and drums, saxophones, electric
guitars and keyboards) has edged out
soulfully sung spirituals such as “Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot.”
.And while some church leaders
welcome the newer music as a fresh

expression of faith that engages young
people, others say it’s unthinkable that a
generation of African-American young
people is growing up not knowing the
words to songs like “Blessed Assurance,
Jesus is Mine” or “Amazing Grace.”
“The music of our ancestors has
relevance, it has value, it was bom out of
struggle,” said James Scandrick, director of
the Institute on Black Church Sacred Music
and Worship at Nashville’s American
Baptist College. The college late last month
convened a national conference of church
music staff and pastors concerned about
preserving historic black church music.
“I’m not saying we shouldn’t have new
expressions of faith, but let’s not turn our
backs on (traditional music). Let’s not be
about entertainment. Let’s pass on the
legacy to our children. Most churches don’t
even have hymnals anymore, and the
hymnal used to be second only to the Bible
in black churches.”
The roots of African-American church
music date back to the 17th century, when
slaves would repeat, in call-and-response
fashion, hymns and songs sung by service
leaders. Slaves used the same musical
patterns in plantation fields, and that music
evolved into spirituals, popularized in large
part by the Jubilee Singers at Fisk
University in the late 19th century. Gospel
music sprang frpm that tradition in the
1920s.
Anthems, spirituals and hymns - songs
such as “This Little Light of Mine,” “Walk
With Me” and “Oh, the Blood of Jesus” -

have been sung in black churches since
then.
Scandrick said the songs had provided a
bedrock of strength and faith during frying
times for African-Americans _ through the
years of Jim Crow, desegregation and the
civil rights movement.
But in the past two decades, a thriving
industry of contemporary AfricanAmerican Christian music has emerged,
and churches like the Bom Again Church in
north Nashville are embracing the new
gospel, modem “praise and worship” music
and Christian rap and hip-hop at their
services.
It’s a way to engage young people, to
get up and move in the pews and to express
the exuberance of God’s love, says Denise
Owens, director of worship services at Bom
Again Church.
Owens, 46, grew up in a Baptist church,
where traditional songs were sung, and
didn’t have much experience with
contemporary gospel music until she came
to the largely African-American Born
Again Church in 1994.
But now, she said, “when young folks
get up and do their stuff with Christian rap,
we’re all with them. I just surrender to the
beat.”
The church does include older songs in
its services, Owens said, citing “Stomp!,” a
gospel hit that will be performed at a dance
recital later this month before the 2,000member congregation. “That’s a pretty old
song,” she said. “It’s at least 3 or 4 years
old.”

But many music directors and ministers
at last month’s conference on black church
music cited that song as part of the
problem.
“I keep the live beat bumping. Keep it
jumping make the Lord feel something /
Ain’t no shame in my game God’s Property.
Kickin’ it wit Kirk ain’t no stoppin’ me.UH
stompstomp, stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp,
stomp, stomp, stomp” go the lyrics of the
song, from a Kirk Franklin platinum-selling
CD.
“Why do I want to stomp in church?”
said Lady Corder Chapman, 62, a Nashville
church musician. “I can’t find any biblical
references for stomp. Personally, me and
‘Stomp!’just don’t get along.”
Chapman says the beauty and
simplicity of hymns like “Blessed
Assurance” convey far more in their lyrics
and traditional a cappella delivery.
“Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine! / Oh
what a foretaste of glory divine! I Heir of
salvation, purchase of God / Bom of his
Spirit, washed in his blood.”
“It’s pure, clean, unadulterated,”
Chapman said. “That music came from the
heart. It’s still good.”
Chapman and her brother have begun
teaching workshops on old-time gospel
music and hymns in local churches in an
effort to preserve the music. But-when
Chapman performs traditional hymns, few
young people attend.
The older folks, they’re starved for
this music,” she said. “It reaches a need far
down inside of you that this contemporary

music doesn’t. The contemporary music
isn’t about struggle.—ItWpretty, it’s got a
beat. But it’s more commercial. It’s about
the almighty dollar, not the Almigfciy?’
Shelvie Henry, 42, is a music minister
from a Baptist church in East St. Louis, Ill.,
who attended the American Baptist College
conference last month. He said he’d like to
teach the 200 singers and musicians at his
church to perform old-time songs like
“Walk With Me.” But;
meet with
mixed results.
= f ’
“The older people were really
responsive. The younger people weren’t
negative. They just didn’t knowit.”
The challenge, he said; isrithat many
musicians in his churclfdon’t read music.
They leam by listening to CDS,’ and the
older songs are hard to find, he said.?-:
At Corinthian Missionary Baptist Church
in Nashville, the Wednesday evening
services are reserved foulitUSic from the
hymnbook, said the Rev. Fnoch Fuzz.
Most younger people don’t attend that
service, but Fuzz doesn’t sed' .thdt as a
problem.
“I think the fear is overrated.
(Contemporary music) is not going to cause
a demise in religion or quality ot jiwHship,
and I find younger j^Kple todtye more
spiritual than I was.”
“It’s like the piano, When the giano
started merging into worship services in the
‘20s and ‘30s, therferi^re hufta^otests
saying it was the devil’s instrument. Pianos
were the instrument in bai>£tBdttightelubs.
Now every church has a piano.

+
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Robert McCullough, Leader of
1961 Civil Rights Sit-In in US, Dies

Linda K.
Collins
Bom April 7, 1956
in Ft. Meade, FL to John
and Marian Lewis, Linda
K. Collins departed this
life August 9, 2006.
She leaves to cherish
her memories her husband,
Joseph Collins; son, Eric
Howard of Clearwater;
parents John and Marian
Lewis of Ft. Meade,
FL; two brothers John
Lewis, Ft. Meade, FL and
Michael Lewis (Maty) of
West Germany; seven
' sisters Kathy Dugan (Sean)
Jacksonville, FL, Tamela
Lewis, Jacksonville, FL,
Regina Lewis, Delesia
Jackson of Lakeland, FL,
Sherry Lewis, Shonda
Lome (Jason) Orlando,
FL, Rhonda Knop and
husband of Hawaii; three
grandchildren, a; host of
aunts, uncle’s nieces,
nephews, cousins, sisterin-law, Leona Bryant of
NC and friends.

ROCK HILL, South Carolina
(AP) - Robert McCullough, who
led a group of black students in a
landmark 1961 civil rights protest,
choosing to serve jail time on a
chain gang for the crime of sitting
at a whites-only lunch counter, has
died. He was 64.
McCullough died Monday,
Robinson Funeral Home spokesman
Samuel Reid said Wednesday. He
did not give a cause of death.
McCullough, along with eight
other black students from Friendship
.Junior College, gained widespread ,
attention when they used the “jail,
no bail” technique after they were
arrested in February 1961.
The protesters, who became
known as the Friendship Nine, had
demanded service at the McCrory’s
lunch counter at Rock Hill, and
were charged with trespassing and
breach of peace. The protest came
around the first anniversary of a
sit-in at another segregated lunch

counter, in Greensboro, North
Carolina, that helped galvanize the
civil rights movement.
Given the option of paying a
$100 fine or serving 30 days in jail,
the Rock Hill students broke with
earlier sit-in protesters and chose to
serve the time, even though it meant
a frightening ordeal on a chain
gangThe Rock Hill group’s sacrifice
“made electrifying news” within
the protest movement, author
Taylor Branch wrote in his book
“Parting the Watrers: America in
the King Years 1954-63.”
“The obvious advantage of
‘jail, no bail’ was that it reversed
the financial burden of protest,
costing the demonstrators no cash
while
obligating
the
white
authorities to pay for jail space and
food,” Branch wrote.
McCullough, who was selected
as the group’s leader, “did all the
detail work and made sure

Jazz Bagpiper Rufus
Harley Dies at 70

everything was in place,” said
protester David Williamson. “He
was like our teacher.”
Another member of the group,
Thomas “Dub” Massey, just 18 at
the time, said McCullough helped
him recognize what was happening
at the lunch counters was wrong.
“After talking to Robert, I felt
like I needed to be involved and be
part of the'change. He said, ‘It’s not
just about you, Dub. This is for all
of humanity.’”
Thomas Gaither, a student
organizer for the Congress for
Racial Equality who worked with
the group and participated in the
protest, said in 2001 that the young
students were not used to civil
disobedience.
“We were asking young people
to do something that would
normally have been done by people
who had been participating in
nonviolent protest for a long time,”
Gaither said.

Harley stood out at jazz concerts not
only for his unusual instrument but also
for dressing in kilts. He became a
frequent sideman on records and in
concerts with saxophonists like Sonny
Rollins, John Coltrane, Dexter Gordon
and Sonny Stitt, with the trumpeter
Dizzy Gillespie and with the flutist
Herbie Mann. He also made TV
appearances, including on Johnny
Carson’s “Tonight Show.”
“He adapted the bagpipes to jazz,
blues, funk and other typically AfricanAmerican
styles,
while
also
acknowledging the instrument’s Scottish
roots,” said David Badagnani, an
instructor at the Center for the Study of
World Musics at Kent State University.
Harley described himself on his home
answering machine as an “international
ambassador and messenger of freedom”
and was known for promoting
Philadelphia during his travels. He
would give away miniature replicas of
the Liberty Bell, small American flags
and copies of the Constitution to just
about anybody he met.

Rufus Harley

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Rufus
Harley, who was billed as the world’s
first and only jazz bagpipe player, died
Aug. 1 of prostate ,cancer. He was 70.
Harley played several instruments in
his youth - mostly the saxophone _ but
decided to take up bagpipes after he saw
television coverage of bagpipers
performing at President John F.
Kennedy’s funeral in 1963.

Don’t Quit

The Weekly Challenger
Obituary Section Guidelines:

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,

“To Those I love and To
Those Who Love Mie”

■ Fto/wito to

When the road you’re trudging seems all up hill .

Photos are printed in black and white only

When the funds are low and the debts are high,

Deadline for submission is 4 p.m. Monday

And you want to smile, but you have to sigh.

When I am gone,

Let me go and release me, I have so many
Things to do and to see;
You must not tie yourself to me in tears,
But be happy that we shared
Such beautiftil years.

When care is pressing you down a bit,

Obituaries can be delivered or e-mailed to:
wceditor@tampabay.rr.com

Rest if you must, but don’t you quit!

I gave to you my love, ,

You can only guess how much you gave
To me in happiness.

Life is queer with its twists and turns,

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

As every one of us sometimes learns,
And many a failure turns about,
When he might have won had he stuck it out,
Don’t give up though the pace seems slow,
You may succeed with another blow.

I thank you for the love'

, You each hour shown
But now, it is time I traveled alone.
So grieve for me awhile,

If grieve you must.
Then let your grief be comforted by trust.
It is only for a while
That we must be apart .
So cherish the memories in your heart.

'

Success is failure turned inside out,
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,

I won’t be far away, for life goes on,
So if you need me
Call me and I will come;
Though you cannot see or touch me
I’ll be there.
And if you listen with your heart,

Ahd you never can tell how close you are,

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

It may be near when it seems so far,
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit,
It’s when things seem worse, that you must not

You will hear,

quit! '.

All my love around you soft and clear.

/fl,

And then when each of you
Shall come this way alone,
I’ll greet you with a smile and say,
“Welcome Home”

8/, 2006

‘Upholding a tradition of service from ourfamily toyours’

S&e

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

to-

eueenontf. . . .

Two Sons, Joseph Kyle and wife Anita Newkirk of Richmond, CA;
Luetrell E. and wife Ann Newkirk of St. Petersburg, FL; one daughter,
Vivian and husband George Shelley of Richmond, CA; Three God-

727-894-22661 FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Daughters, Twelve Grandchildren, Nine Great Grandchildren, A Special
Niece, A Special Cousin, Four brothers-in-law, One Sister-in-law and a
host of other cousins, great-nieces, great-nephews and sorrowing friends.

“It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

t

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890
Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
(727)

895-6005

Free Caskets for Veterans and Families

TfaditionaC TuneraCs starting at $2,499.00
Direct Cremations w/'free urn - $895.00
(fraveside Service starting at - $1299.00
Wills and Living Wills Seminar
Noon - August 22, 2006
FREE LUNCHEON
Presented by: Attorney Ronald Nelson

Affordable and Compassionate

McRae Funeral Home
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Every Word
of God Is
pure: He Is
a shield
Unto them
that put
their trust
In Him.
Proverbs
30:5

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
OF ST. PETERSBURG

11801-US. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

3301 5th Ave. S., St. Petersburg

727-572-4355

24 hour service

(727)323-8132

Lisa M. Speights
LFD and Owner
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
--------------- CHURCH EVENTS LISTING -------------------MT. ZION A.M.E. CHURCH
Mount Up At Mt. Zion

“Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Church Calendar for August

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

my pathway. Psalm 119:105 ”
The Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church family under the August 22
leadership of Pastor Clarence Williams welcomes your

presence this Sunday .for a day of Praise and Worship.
Our early morning worship. begins at 7:30 a.m.,
followed by church School at 9:30 a.m., and our August 23
Contemporary Worship at 11:00 a.m., with our special August 28
guest Evangelist Dorothy Norwood. Get ready for a
time of celebration as the Women’s Ministry prepares August 30 ■
for its “Annual Women’s Conference 2006”. This is
one retreat you don’t want to miss! This weekend will
be packed with power.

Quarterly Ministry Meetings with the
Pastor beginning at 6:30 pm. All
members and advisors are asked to be
present.
Calendar Committee meeting @ 6:00 pm.
Pizza Ministry - Community Outreach
for all children
Calendar Committee meeting @ 6:00 pm.

St. Mark offers...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of

Weekly ministries:

all ages. Sunday School •'starts each Sunday morning
at 9:30 a.m. All are invited to come out and join us.

In need of a mid-week lift?
Then stop by Zion for a day of ministry.

Baptist 'framing Union is each Sunday at 5:00 pm.

• Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study, 11:00 a.m.,

come enjoy the Word and lunch
Bible Study, 6:00 pjn,, collectively

Members and the general public are invited to come
out and study the Bible with us and leam “What
Baptist Believe”.

we leam more of God.
Hour of Power, 7:00 pjn., hour of

prayer, praise and preaching.

St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Free tutoring is

available for all school age children (during the
school year) each Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

Upcoming Events:
• August 11th - 13th - Annual Women’s
Conference 2006, Belleview Biltmore, in

, Clearwater Florida. The time is here!
Our schedule is as follows:
Eriday, August 11th- Banquet, 7:00 p.m,, Starlight
Ballroom-Men are welcome!
Special quest for the evening, Gospel singer
Evangelist Dorothy Norwood.
Saturday, August 12^* - Seminars beginning at 9:00 am,
we’ll start the day with a prayer walk at 6:30 am.
Sunday, August 13th - Worship Service, 11:00 a.m„

Mt. Zion A.M.E.-919 20^* Street South,
St. Petersburg, Florida.......!....
We’re gonna have some Church!!
You’re in for a double blessing. Pastor Bonita Fagin
of True Visions Ministries, Crystal River, Florida
will proclaim the Word. Come hear this power
packed Woman of God, as she sets your souls on fire.
Our mistress of ceremony, Pastor Linda ButlerMurphy knows how to keep you on a high as the
spirit captivates our souls, minds and hearts. As we
go higher and higher we’ll be blessed in song by the
best, Grammy nominated, Stellar Award winning
Woman of God, Evangelist Dorothy Norwood;
known to tell the world’s greatest gospel stories.
Join us for a weekend filled with the anointing and
power of God.
There’s still more to come!! Evangelist Dorothy
Norwood will be in concert at Lakewood High School
Auditorium at 5:00 p.m. Mt. Zion’s own Sister
Constance Nolton will open and set the tone. You don’t
want to miss this Gospel Legend as she ministers in

from 4:15 pm. to 6:00 pm. at St. Mark under the
direction of Sis. Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers are both
needed and welcomed.
As part of our ongoing ministry, we invite the
public to join us in worship and fellowship during our
weekly worship services, which include:

-telacfe- man."

MIDWEEK P.U.SH.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study will be held on Wednesday evening at
7:00p.m. Join us in learning more about becoming
better Christians.
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at
11:00. Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous
availeth much. Come, let’s praise God together.
ACTIVITIES FOR THE WEEK-END
OF AUGUST 19-20
August uF1
Pastors and Leaders Study (8:00 - 9:00AM.)
August 19^

Early morning worship
(First Sunday Only)
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Baptist Training Union

7:00 a.m.

Women’s Mentoring Workshop(Part II) 55 and older
(10:00AM. -12:00 NOON)

9:30 am.
10:45 am.
5:00 pm.

Other weekly services include Children and Youth
Ministry Meetings (Mondays at 6:00 pm.); Sunday
School Teachers’ Meeting (Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m.); Senior
Hour of Power Bible Study (Thursdays at 9:30 am.) and
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study (Thursdays at 7:00 p.m.).

NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH
“Church Family in Christian Unity:

The New Philadelphia Church family faithfully
concurs with Paul’s epistle to Colossian Christians
regarding unity among believers. He exhorts them on
vital dependence of revivalism and unity. Love is this
bond of unity and without it, there can be no revival.
Oneness and harmony in body of Christian believers
must be built on foundation of sound doctrine.
For twelfth Sunday after Pentecost, sermonic
emphasis upon church empowerment through Holy
song.
Spirit’s presence in believers’ lives is focus of
proclamation. Importance of children and youth in the
Mount Zion is on the move; get on board as we
body of Christ will be celebrated during mid-morning
Mount up at Mount Zion! Your presence and
worship service. Members are expected to be present
participation is appreciated.
on Sunday for Wisdom School also.
Thought for the week: “Little sin can. add up to big
Christian commendations are conveyed to Jamie
trouble”
Burgess who recently graduated' from University of
Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.
South Florida. Godspeed to Rachel Cato who will
resume her studies at Florida State University. Divine
guidance, direction, and care to Senita Robinson as she
commences college at Florida A&M University;
and to Jerold Robinson who will continue to study at
University of Central Florida. ,

"He's a very
articulate

The New Hope family invites you to worship with
us on Sunday morning. Our morning begins with
Sunday School at 9:00. There are classes available for
all ages! Bring the entire family to leam more about
our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
( Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope
Mass choir leading the congregation in praise. The
Music team consists of Michael MeKenny, Vernard
MeKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens. The
Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed Pastor,
Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to
have you worship with us!

August 20^
Church Engagement: Concord M. B. Church
(3:00PM.)
“Study the Bible to be wise, believe it to be safe,
practice it to be holy.”

FRIENDSHIP
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH
“And be not conformed to this world; but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and
perfect, will of God. ” Romans 12:2

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s anointed and
appointed under shepherd of Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church and members of the “family” as a
whole, gladly welcome each of you this coming
Sunday. With open arms, we invite you to,worship with
us and humbly extend an open invitation to all who
enter our doors.
First sail at ,7:45 a.m. (early morning worship);
9:30 a.m. (church school), and setting second sail at
10:45 a.m. (mid-morning worship). There is room for
all as the SHIP moves forward with the Vision given to
Pastor Dr. John A.Evans, Sr. by God Almighty, The
Vision....... the Venture.......... the Victory................’.........
come help us proclaim the victory in Christ Jesus.
Our theme for the month of August: “The Vision
Continues - Converted, Commissioned and Committed
Through the Word of God.”
This Sunday, Pastor Dr. John A. Evans, Sr. will
impart God’s word to His people. The Deacons, of the
Ship are in charge of the devotional service. The
Fellowship Choir of Friendship will sing with uplifted
voices songs of praises to God; our hospitality ministry
and usher’s ministry will greet you with a true, warm,
heartfelt welcome.
You are cordially invited to join us-for our final
night of Bible Conference this Thursday, August 17,
2006, featuring Pastor Dr. Harry Rucker, Pastor of First
Shiloh Baptist Church, Sanford, Florida.
Revival 2006 at “The Ship”. Our theme this year
is Converted, Commissioned and Committed, Jer. 4:4.

Together we can stamp
out prejudice. It only takes
one voice to jtxake a
dif £erfence. . Find yoursww. freedoiEcenter .ora

Revival services will be held August 21-25!, 2006.
Pastor James C. Kinchen of Mt. Carmel Church,
Miami, Florida will be our guest Evangelist. Come and
renew your mind and be spiritually revived. No matter
what you're going through, renewing your heart and
mind may be the answer to your dormant spirit. All
things are possible through Christ Jesus.
Stop by and worship with us on Sunday and we
also have a "reserved seat"'for you at our Revival 2006.
We would be delighted to see your smiling
faces..... jemember, “The Ship” is devoted to Serving
and Saving, Helping and Healing, Inspiring and
Instructing, Praying and Praising. Come help us lift up
the name of Jesus. He is worthy to be praised.
Visit our website at wwwJmbctheship.org for all
the latest news and other church events.

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
COGIC
The Pentecostal Temple church family is always
happy to greet guests and visitors. Our services are
filled with heartfelt prayer, glorious praise and worship
and anointed preaching from God’s Word. Please see
our listing in the Church Directory section of this
newspaper for the days and times of services.
The Youth Department was in charge of the second ‘
Sunday service. The Presence of the Lord was with us
and the service was a blast! As the students return to
school, our pastor gave the theme of “Accepting the
Challenge.” The youth ranging from elementary
through college level participated in a great way and
did an excellent job. Jubilant songs of praise and
worship along with heartfelt prayer were offered to the
Lord. The congregation was also blessed with an
inspirational selection entitled “Stand” hy the P. T.
Mime Boyz.
The highlight of the service was the Word of God
delivered by guest speaker, Brother Leslie Hopkins.
He addressed the youth and congregation-at-large
usingsour theme as the subject of his presentation. The
message focused around three key elements: 1) Design
your own roadmap; 2) Know your purpose and 3)
What is your challenge? He expounded on various
scriptures that outline who we are in Christ and how
we can apply ourselves to fulfill our purpose and face
our challenges in life. He told us that purpose is what
defines who we are. Without purpose, we live in a state
of confusion but walking in our purpose empowers us.
He gave us several points to help us align our lives
with God’s will and know our purpose. In closing, he
asked the youth to stand and repeat a confession from
God’s Word. Pastor Anderson offered prayer.
We welcome the community to worship with us on ,
the third Sunday and receive the Word of God through
our pastor, Elder William Anderson. Gome and be;
blessed in the Presence of the Lord. We also invite you!
to fellowship with us at our Annual Mother’s Board
Tea on Sunday from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. Warm fellowship
and delicious refreshments will be enhanced by “A Hat
Affair.” Hats of all styles will be modeled and judged
in various categories.

BETHEL
METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church extends an
invitation to “Share the Gospel Fix in 2006.” We
communicate God’s Word at 8:00 and 11:00 a.m. services
on Sunday, Sunday School at 9:30 am, Bible Study and
Teen Summit on Wednesday evening, at 7:00 p,m. We
also encourage the community to make use of our'
Hour of Prayer, Mpnday-Saturday at 12:00 noon.
The Singles Ministry would 'like to thank the
community for their response to the Roundtable
Discussion and Luncheon held on last Saturday. The
participation and interest was very uplifting and we
hope it was a blessing to everyone present.
Bethel Metropolitan MBC Deaconess Ministry,
along with New Hope MBC, Mt Zion Progressive
MBC and Rock of Jesus MBC will host a DeaconessSeminar/Workshop October 13-14, 2006, at Bethel
Metropolitan. The facilitator for the seminar is
Deaconess Fran A. Jones, of The Word of God BaptistChurch, Washington DC, and author of “The Making
of a Deaconess.” The pre-registration cost is $25.00,
day of event $30.00. Pre-registration deadline is
October 12, 2006. This seminar is open to all women.
On Sunday, August 20th our church family will
fellowship with Greater Mount Carmel AME Church
of Tampa, FL. Greater Mt. Cannel will be celebratingSenior Pastor Harry L. Dawkins forty years in the
pastorate throughout Florida and Georgia. We will
mark this occasion with them at the 3:00 p.m. service.!-
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RELIGIOUS NEWS continued

Let the Building Begin!
Pastor’s
Corner
In Nehemiah
chapter 2, a story
is shared of a
cupbearer - a wine
taster, who is sad
Pastor David Allen
in the presence ofhis
Hope of Glory
King, Artaxerxes.
Church
When Nehemiah
was asked why he
was sad, when it was obvious he wasn’t
physically ill, he responded, “Why should
my face not look sad when the city where
my fathers are buried lies in ruins and’its
gates burned by fire?”

As I look around in the Tampa Bay
area and abroad, learning of social ills and
alarming statistics, such as the increasing
senseless acts of violence amongst our
youth resulting in death, racism and racial
profiling in our communities, the ongoing
fight against drug trafficking on our
streets, and the high rate of ninth graders
reading on a third grade level, all concern
me. This concern compels me to express
Nehemiah’s sentiments that here, also in
the Bay Area, our city is at risk of being
ruined and our gates threatened to be
burned by fire.,
Biblically, city gates and walls were
extremely important. They controlled
who and what would be locked in or

blocked out, included or excluded,
protected or rejected. Nehemiah was
privileged to return to his father’s city
with the sole intent of rebuilding. He was
not rebuilding the walls for recognition
and personal gain, but rather for his
present and future generations and more
importantly for his God. My cry is that we
collectively as a community of God’s
servants be about our father’s business of
rebuilding for this present generation and
the generations to come. Fannon Frantz,
the famous author once said, “Each
generation has a mission to either abort it
or fulfill it.” Ask yourself, “Am I a builder

begins and where to start rebuilding,
allow me to advise that it first of all starts
with you! Pray and ask God where your
gifts for building His kingdom on earth
will be best used. Just look around in our
families, churches and community and
you’ll see the remains of broken walls
needing to be rebuilt. We have the highest
rates regarding crime, divorce, poverty
and health .disparities, but the lowest
regarding males graduating from
institutions of higher learning, owning
and investing in our own businesses, and
empowering our leaders by yoting in
massive numbers for the spiritual, social,
economic and political advancement of
our people. But there is hope! The hope of

or a bystander?”
If you’re wondering how this process

the good news is that it’s not too late for
change. After reading this, what areas do
you feel compelled to make a difference
in your family, church and community,
and what can you offer?
Hopefully you’ve received inspiration
and preferably, conviction provoking
your participation in rebuilding the walls
of love, hope, family values, community,
respect, responsibility, justice, racial
dignity, faith, education and our youth.
Just as Nehemiah became active in
rebuilding the broken walls of tradition,
family, and community, I charge you to,
“Let the building begin!”

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

955 - 20th Street South *
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a,m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
Pastor Louis M,
Murphy, Sr.

(Adult and Youth)

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
. Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.
Sunday School ... .................................8:00
Worship Service...................... ..
.9:00
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00
Wednesday, Bible Study
7:00-8:00

Saint John Primitive Baptist Church

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Early Morning
8:00 am
ChurchSchool
- 9:45 am
Mid-Moming
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?

Greater St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Looking fcr
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Wtell, Come to the House of God.

Sunday School

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
visitors witi receive a complimentary
OVD of our v>eeH(y sabbath service.

11 :OO a.m.

Breakfast Ministry................ ...Sunday 8:00AM

Church School

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

Visit our website: www.houseofgodtamya.com

General Bible Study

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

(727) 822-2089

Bethel1894@knology.net

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

flfffirst-time

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

.......................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Bible Study

Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry -

912

532 33rd.Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

The House of God

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

Mondays -7:30 RM.

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

Praise & Worship Joy Night

& Teachers Meeting

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

Rev. Clyde Williams

......... ...^.........9:00 AM

Morning Worship..........................10:30AM
Bible Study............ ............Tuesday 7:00PM
Youth Church ................... Mon & Wed 5:30PM
Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

We welcome you at all times.

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

Tampa, FL 33605

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone:323-7518

Ordained ‘Missionary

Mount Olive AME Church — Tampa

Johnnie Mae ‘ffoward

"The Church With A Vision"

Cad: 727 895-5239

1747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL
813-254-5045

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
Sunday (Church)’School..................... ................. ...... ....9:30 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

71 Woman ‘After
(god’s
Own ‘ffeatt...

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Victory Christian Center Church

(fyM fete “
Pnugeua. &

PRAYTR

Towcb Church

tElder Joseph &. Sy^es, Pastor

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 ami.

3001 18th Avenue South » Saint Petersbuig, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 . Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM

• *Nursery and Youth Services Available

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibieStudy - 7:00PM

Pinellas

5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg
(727) 866-1184

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally
diverse church working to build a community
of real people making a difference.

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 ajn. & 11:15 ajn,
■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services

The Rock

of

nr

Qno

in

Christ

Services
Sunday

(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church For more
information about the other services and ministries at Victory
Christian Center, please call 727 321-0911

Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................7:00 p.m.

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastdr
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Schedule of Services

“& ’Peculiar People Persuaded te Perform V5is Purpose”

First Sunday Worship............ .............7:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.

Reverend and

Lady James C.
Givens Pastor

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911

W. Olive "Primitive IBapfiat Church

Sunday Worship............................................................... ...11:00 a.m.

Sde&tttsuMie fasmeeted

Tbesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Church School ............... ...9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School - 10:30 aan.
A. M. Service - 11:30 aan.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:3 0 pan.
Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 aan.
Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Sr.

Bible Study (for ail ages) - 7:30 pan.

New Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church

Devotion: . . . . . . . . ....... .10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
1717 18th Avenue South
Saint Petersburg, Florida
33712

Praise and Worship: ....,. . .10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: ............................ 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday .............................6:30’p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Sunday School............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .. .11:00 a.m.
New Members

(727) 823-7020

Orientation and

Pastor Office
(727) 823-6078

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 -18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

BTU Thursday .... .6:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting

Email:
New]erusalem@verizon.net

Si Bible Study
Thursday

.................7:00 p.m.

■ casual, contemporary, relevant

www.PinellasChurch.org

/

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 ajn. - 5:00 pan

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Pastor Troy Adams and Lady Nevida Adams

Pastor

"One Common Goal for Unified Believers"
(Ephesians 4:16)
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

L. P. Davis
Memorial Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchnrqh5@tampabay.rr.com

2700 5th Ave. So., St.

www.bmmbc.org

Petersburg, Fla.

Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School

8:00 am • 11:00 am
9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

BibieStudy

7:30

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

Early Morning Worship ............... ......... .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ......................... .. i......... .9:30 a m.
MorningWorship ............................................. .. .11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ........................................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ....................... 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service.................. ............ ............................. 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service ....................... ........................ .7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday
.................. .6:30 p.m.

Pastor
Sunday School................................................. 9: 30am

pm

Morning Worship............. .............11:00am

■God’s House In The City’

Evening Service.............................................. 6:00pm

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 ajn.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Wednesday....... .. .7:30pm
.Neftr

QIammunttg (Cljurcij

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Did 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

727-327-2009

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin .... .................... ...
Associate Pastor
M*n*stry.............. ................................................................................James Robinson
& Y°Uth Ministry • ■ • ............................ .................. .............................. Joyce Robinson

er

Ministry........................................ ...................................Wyvonnia McGee
‘A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813)327-0593

Pentecostal Temple Cljurclj of God ip Christ

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727)822-0784
Sunday Worship -10:30 a.m. (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children);- 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Choir - 9:30 a.m.
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6 p.m.
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton
“Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God.”

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson IQ

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.

10th Street Church Qf God

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Sunday

9:00 a.m,
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

' Wednesday
Saturday

(727) 898-9407

Phillipians 3:14 “Ipress towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus ”

Friendship
Missionaiy Baptist

A church working togetherfor the uykuiCcCing of Qod’s kingdom”

Sunday School.......:............... .................... •...... .9:30 aan.
Morning Worship....,...:.......................••••»........11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer.................—..6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Church

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.ftnbctheship.org

Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Ch urch

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday................7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School............. ........................... 9:30 AM

Elder; Tony Smith
900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Wednesday.................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday........................ 7 PM Youth Enrichment

Office (727) 895^900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

“Serving and Saving,''"Helping and Healing,"
“Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631
www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ...........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . .. .10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .......5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ......... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“Creating a Q-Caven of Foye, FeCy, and FeaCingfor Cfirist’

Q ueen

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Street

Church

Of God In Christ

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Horne: 896-8006

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Gkutob,
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday Service.........................11:00 a.m.
Bro. Robert Smith

Wednesdays............................................7;30p.m.

(727) 896-4356

Sunday Morning Bible Class ......9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship .......10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday .......7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................ 5,:00 p;m.
Monday Evening Bible Class..... .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. .7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. t Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M, - Wednesday Bible Study

(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School.................

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Wednesday Services:

t

Wor $hipCe nf e

St. Petersburg, FL 33714
(727) 374-1864
Sunday
Morning Worship
Feed The Homeless
Wednesday
Bible Study

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7 p.m.

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor
“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

Glory Church

“Where God’s Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!’

David Allen Jr., Pastor

1 Log on:

“WaCking Tn Fhe ‘Promised Vision’

Wednesday RihCe Study
12 noon, 7:30y. m.
Thursday
7:00y.m. - Music & the Arts

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scbtt, Sr.
Partners ih Ministry

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574

at

Hope of

7:00 PM

Pastor Maceo and
,t0 b00)< your travel engagements)
Tamika McGriff . . L

Monday, ‘Wednesday, Saturday
6:00 a.m. - Coryorate Rrayer •

Discover HOPE

10:45 AM
2:00 PM

www.travelwiththechurch.com

Monday
7:00 y.m. - Coryorate Rrayer

Midweek P.U.S.H.

Early MorningWorship........................................7:30 aan.
Sunday School......................................................... .......9:30 ajn.
Morning Worship.............................................. .............11:00a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..7:00 pjn.
Friday Prayer Meeting...........;,.;..;...................... 11:00 aan.
“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

z*
(Abunaai^^ryest

9 a.m.

Sunday iNorshiy Services
8 a.m., io a.m., 5y.m.
9:10 a.m. - ‘Righteous Ray

Praise & Worship Service..... 10:30 a.m.

3200 Fifth Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-1373

Abundant Harvest
Worship Center
4532 40th Avenue North

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Pastor

Dominion Worship Ministries
Come Worskip with. us...

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after.Morning Service

Rev. Norris L. Martin, Sr.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”
Rev. G. M. Curry

Sundays @ 10:30am
Worshipping on the St. Petersburg campus of USF in Davis Rm 130
140 7th Avenue South (Adjacent to campus bookstore)

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

YOUR
CHURCH
AD HERE

YOUR
CHURCH
AD HERE
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922
ch arIes 5
pUTEI\ibERq5

BARbARA HAMRich
ReaItor ®

Midtown Medical Scrubs

Boley Centers, Inc.

90116th Street South, Suite A St. Petersburg, FL 33712

opportunities available.

(727) 898-5850

Please call our jobline or
' visit our website for
an up-to-date list of

Direct Line:

1545 S

BeIcIier

Rd

CeIL

FL 5 5 764

EmaiI:

Fax:

(727) 867-7946
(727)515-8101
(727) 867-7949

$127,900

our openings.

Great Block Home

Enrolling Now

Jobline:

(727) 821-4819x8

blhamrich @ aol.com

website:

1545 S, BdthER Rond
CIeammier, EL 55764

’

727-558-9200

Scrub sets start at $18.00 (reg. sizes)
Cell

KAREy S. JohNSON

YOUR

727-278J85O

Fax 727-867J66O

Items For Sale

E'MAil: kAREyjohNSON@VERizON.NET

AD

King headboard and footboard, excellent

Three "Roses" at Every Closing

SELLER

BROKER

BUYER

Newer Roof in 04.
Large Master Bedroom
w/French doors could be
used as a Home Office.
Nice Cofner Lot with
Fencing!

Hurry won’t Last
Call Now!

Jim Brennan
(813) 394-9304

St. Petersburg, Fl 33701

Keller Williams Realty

For Registration Packet, Call 727 823-1619

sofa and 2 end tables - $250; John Deere
lawn mower with mulcher - $200; student

Mordecal Wdlker, Broker
Cell 727^39-6567
E-Mail 3rosereatty@verfeon.net

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

desk - $100; large computer desk - $150; 4

|***•
H 2=
***

231 Drtflwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

20” tile, New Carpet,
Paint. New Driveway,

entertainment center - $50; Glass/Marble

Complete Real Estate Services or Referred

Phone 727-898-6543
Fax
727-6500815

Completely updated,

821-6th Avenue South

frame, great condition - $350; Black

TRIPLE ROSE REALTY

Under Appraised Value.

“Educating The Head, The Heart, & The Hand”

HERE

condition, used in guest room for six
months - $300; Queen mattress and bed

3 Bed, 1 Bath, 1 Carport

First time Home Buyer
No Money Down
100% Financing
Programs

For 2006-2007
Kindergarten - 8th Grade
• Fully Accredited curriculum
/ • Christian Environment
• Computer Classes
• Math, Reading & Writing Lab
• P.E., Music, & Art Classes
•Vegetarian Meals
•Before and After School Program
• Caring Staff
• Small class size

www.boleycenters.org

ReaItor®

§union. ($ca3emtj.

has employment

m/urJJCisul/etiee

CIearwater,

Slim

wooden fence posts - $10 each
Call - 727-460-7009, evenings

3651 42nd Ave. South, Suite C-104
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

12-19-32
10110 38-45-49

F. t ©• 8 1 p A

HOME OF THE

Advertise

REAL
KtAL

F

*

CA$H 3

/ GROUPER SANDWICH! *

Your

SEE FOR YOURSELF...

276 318 392

ORDER FROM OUR FRESH FISH SHOWCASE

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

Business

564

400 - 49th St South

727 830
ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

CHIROPRACTIC

St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 327-8309
(727) 328-8309

Here!

MlftSsBHTAUUNt
DENIHttiLA tfAFOOD

DOG DAYS

Mon. - Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM

Sun‘‘ay

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY

BSSSSSSSSSSSSShSSSSS
ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST

INSURANCE PLANS

Frontline Uniforms To Go
DIAL A UNIFORMS

jii

CALL (727) 864-1882

3-2 3-5 6-1

Scrubs Sets

A

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

1-4 1-6 2-4

$13-"

HOUSE FOR RENT
3 BR/1 BA
I
Save 500 on 1
I
Milky Way 27 Hairpieces
1 Save $1.10 on 2 Milky Way 27 Hairpieces J
Pants $9-99
All Sizes

727-327-6065
www.frontlineuniforms.biz
1634 49th Street So. • Hours: 10-7 Mon-Fri 10-3 Sat

.
|

CENTRAL AIR/H EAT
860 20TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG - DOWNSTAIRS

Valid Thursday & Friday only.
Only one coupon per purchase,

$800 MONTH

k — _ — _ — — — — — _ _ . _ — .. _ J
6C4TUVUC

150216th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

727-821-9602"

SECURITY DEPOSIT - $800
CALL-813-404-6307

CD <\\Vn.<VG

Employment Opportunities
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COORDINATOR

EMPLOYERS HIRING IMMEDIATELY!

Pinellas County Government
$37,456 - $58,820

Pinellas County, FL Office of Human Rights seeks a candidate for
specialized work implementing and enforcing County Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) programs.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree with major course work
in public or business administration, behavioral or social sciences,
personnel or related field plus, 2 years of professional experience in
equal opportunity programs or investigative legal work, personnel
administration, employment counseling, contract compliance, social
work or related area?; or an Equivalent combination of education,
training and/or experience. Appointing Authority may require a
candidate to actually demonstrate or be formally fluent in speaking and
writing in one or more languages, i.e., Spanish, etc. Possession and
maintenance of a valid Florida Driver’s License.
Highly Desirable: Experience as an anti-discrimination law enforcement
investigator. Experience in public speaking. Experience in developing
and implementing public education and outreach programs designed to
make the public aware of Federal, State, and local civil rights laws.
Availability to conduct,pr participate in public outreach efforts in the
evenings and/or on weekends. Report writing and publications skills.:
09/01.2006. Apply to the Personnel Dept, County Annex
Ofc Bldg, First Floor, Rm 121, 400 S. Ft. Harrison Ave., Clearwater,
Fl6rida/53<7S6’-5il3; Tel, 727-464-3367 or the 501 Bldg; Rm 117, 501
1st Ave. North, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701-3726; Tel. 727-582-7780
M - F, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Job Information Line 727-464-3745..
Contact By:

Application and knowledge & experience questionnaire may
be? downloaded frpjp pur .Employment Opportunities page, at
< www.eo.pmellasfflliS/pdrsnl/emp&test/empopp.htm.
NOTE:

EOE/AA/ADA/DFW/VP

www.worfcHretpineflas.org

PINELLAS COUNTY’S LARGEST CABLE
& TELECOM COMPANY is holding a

624 1ST Avenue South, St. Pete FL 33701

SPECIAL RECRUITMENT ON SATURDAY

10:00am - 2:00pm, August 21st-23rd 2006
WorkNet Pinellas Career Center

Call Judy for info at:
(727) 329-1490 ext. 123
Or apply in person
@ 624 1ST Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

@ 624 1ST Avenue South, St. Pete FL 33701

APPLY IN PERSON

WorkNet Pinellas Career Center

Call Judy for info at: (727) 329-1490 ext, 123

Security Officers

Customer Care Professionals

FL 2813306

FL 2814732

■ Must have Security D license and, 1 year Of experience.

► Assist customers by providing information, answering questions

, 10:00am - 1:00pm, August 19th
WorkNet Pinellas Career Center

BRING RESUME & DRESS TO IMPRESS!

Call Juditte Dorcy for info at:

APPLY IN PERSON
BRING RESUME & DRESS TO IMPRESS!

(727) 329-1490 ext. 123
'

General Cleaning
FL 2826769
• Must have 6 months experience and the ability to leam
cleaning procedures and follow instructions.

■ Ability to stand or walk for extended periods.
■ Responsible for foot & vehicle patrol, emergency

& solving problems in a call-center environment.
► Must be proficient in MS Windows environment, and have a

notification and response, writing reports and other

minimum of 6 months customer service experience. Previous

duties as assigned.

call-center experience preferred. Bilingual is a plus. 35wpm.

• Background check and drug screen required.
► Work schedule varies. Up to 32hrs per week. > Starting pay rate is $9.00-$10.Q0 per hr.

•Must be flexible. 40 hour work week with two days off. May be
required to work nights/weekends/holidays&OT as needed.
• High school diploma or equivalent required.

• Responsible for dusting, polishing, sweeping, mopping,
vacuuming, pulling trash, cleaning restrooms, lobbies, and
offices.as well as outdoor facility cleaning.
• Company will perform a criminal back ground check, state
criminal repository and drug screening/testing.
• 3 shifts - lst, 2nd , 3rd shifts available 5-7 days a week,
30-40 hours per week.
• Starting pay rate is $7.50- $8.50 per hour.
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Primary Election...

15

.... September 5

Deadline to Register........... .. August 7

Make sure the Elections Office has your current name, address and party
Remember to bring photo and signature ID to the polls to avoid delays and extra paperwork
For Absentee Ballot, call (727) 464-6788

Early Voting: August 21 - September 2
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Saturday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Locations:
Election Office - County Courthouse
315 Court St., Room 117, Clearwater

Oldsmar Public Library
101 State St W., Oldsmar

Election Service Center

Palm Harbor Public Library
2330 Nebraska Ave., Palm Harbor

13001 Starkey Rd., Largo
Election Office - County Building
501 First Ave. N., St. Petersburg

Pineiias Park Public Library
7770 52nd St., Pinellas Park

Dunedin Public Library
223 Douglas Ave., Dunedin

Seminole Community Library
at St. Petersburg College
9200 113th St. N„ Seminole

Indian Shores Town Hall
19305 Gulf Blvd., Indian Shores

Tarpon Springs City Hall
324 E. Pine St., Tarpon Springs

James Weldon Johnson Branch Library
1059 18^ Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections
Deborah Clark

(727) 464-3551 • www.VotePinellas.com

SCHOOL BOARD

diversity within the groups already,” Anne
Scofield said.

continued from front page

“Students in Pinellas County are doing

Omegas Host Annual Golf Tournament

well, but the gap is remaining between

principal sponsor The New Advantage

men of Eta Rho Chapter, wish to thank ever

in those children’s lives.” School Board

subgroups. Make data available where

Corporation; hosted its’ annual scholarship

man and woman that participated either ii

candidate Jennifer Crockett agreed with

change has made a difference in the

golf tournament at Airco Golf Course.

Brown’s statement and added, “Poverty
does play a big role in learning and places

achievement gap and provide incentives and
discipline support to retain quality,

continue the chapter’s ability to provide

children at a disadvantage if they do not

teachers,” said Lewis Williams.

many scholarships to deserving high

AAVREC’s

have the support they need. These children

chairman, Vyrle

Davis,

will have to be surrounded by others who

believes questions posed to the candidates

will

addressed topics of interest arid importance

expose

them

to experiences

that

encourage achievement.”

and that the forum format is especially

District 7, reflected on his childhood to set

impressive. “These forums present an
excellent opportunity for the community to

the record straight about poverty and

hear the plans of incoming School Board

Ray Tampa, School Board candidate

success. Tampa refused to accept a blanket

members and how they plan on closing the

idea that poverty equals underachievement.

achievement gap and working through the

“I would not be where I am today if that

CHOICE plan,” Davis said.

According to some candidates, the
notion were true, I was poor growing up and
I consider myself a success today. Being ‘ forums held in south St. Petersburg are
poor did hurt my achievement but it did not extremely beneficial to voters. Candidate
prevent it,” Tampa insisted.
The last segment of the forum included
a lot of statistical data about achievement
and accountability. All five of the candidates

play or by donation for making this ou

This year’s successful tournament will

largest and most successful tournament.

school seniors. Eta Rho Education Services,

Golfers revved up ahd ready to go!

the Fraternity’s charitable arm, will administer
By: THOMAS PACKER

all funds and donations in an effort to serve

Special to the Challenger

as many college bound students as possible.
Because of the generosity of “The

ST. PETERSBURG - On July 29, Eta
Rho Chapter of St. Petersburg with

8

SCHOLARSHIP

TH E NEW ADVANTACK CORPORATION

OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY. INC

r

New Advantage Corporation”, this year’s
tournament reached new heights. We, the

k.

&WAL SCHOLARSHIP GOLF TOURNAMENT
—m »*»»
am, i um >,«»

UPLIFT

—■MFI .

Proud sponsors of Omega golf tournament

Job Discrimination for Blacks Takes New Turn
Finally, after years of hurdling one

history of the Columbus, Ohio steei

(without an incumbent), Anne Scofield, At-

company-imposed obstacle after another,

processing

Large Seat 3, stated, “Forums should be

his bosses relented—he’ll be promoted as

Industries representatives testified thai

so

long as he agrees to a smaller paycheck

they weren’t sure if they had any African-

everyone can have a chance to participate in

and a transfer to a different plant.

Americans

multibillion-dollar corporation.

everywhere

throughout

the

county

the

whole

the voting process.” Mary Russell (At-

discrimination lawsuit, only to find even

Even after such damning admissions,

achievement has to happen. Several

have come to hear what we have to say.”

more unfairness from the only place he

Collie notes, “The judge concluded thal

could turn for redress - the courts.

since no manager used racial slurs toward

education in Pinellas County Schools.
“The expectations of students have to be

even more was captured in print and brought
in as literature for their campaign support.
literature

and

other

items

Blacks encounter obstacle after
obstacle when trying to climb the
corporate ladder.

were

a

in

Large) said about the forum, “I hope voters

plenteous. Much was said from the front but

files

managers

agreed that accountability for the success

ensure each student receives a quality

he

Worthingtor

of all students is a must and student

What the candidates had to say was

dejected,

Worse,

Frustrated

suggestions were made by the candidates to

and

plant.

This is the backdrop for Blacks Need
Not Apply, Collie Brown’s explosive
battle to drag a backwards-thinking

with cases before the Ohio Civil Rights

corporation into the era of equal rights.

Commission at the same time. Not one of

This no-holds-barred account traces his

them was ever resolved in favor of the
employee.

explicitly explained to them about what they

The

are expected to leam. Clear standards should

displayed. Signs, posters, pens, magnets and

be emphasized and adults should be held

even T-Shirts were on display during the

(BlackNqws.com) - Why was it only

efforts

accountable for their role in helping to

forum. The tables were visited by those in

white men at his plant were getting

endless, shifting demands for promotion
and the aftermath.

Reynoldsburg,

OH

me, my case was unfounded.” Ironically,
Collie was one of two black employees

to

meets, Worthington

Steel’s

Tucker Carlson, the conservative talk-

increase student achievement too,” said

attendance during the refreshment meet &

promoted,

Nancy Bostock
“We need to be careful how we use

greet time from 6:30-6:50 p. m. and after the

American steelworker? Even with his

Collie shatters the wall of secrecy

spotless record and experience he was

surrounding the “new” discrimination

consistently

that’s being practiced at companies big and

that...the civil-rights movement never
ended—White racism, while it still exists,

small even today. And it asks tough

is not the force it once was.” Collie Brown

questions about why government agencies

has another answer for Mr. Carlson.

statistics. We need to work with families in
educating children,” Russell said.

formal program ended.
A final thought was shared by Abdul K.
Ali,

AAVREC’s

Vice

Chair.

“Our

wondered

passed

an

over

African-

for

white

colleagues of lesser qualifications.

show host of NBC’s The Situation,

Part of the solution to public school

community has a very difficult decision to

problems is the support from the community.

promotion

It will take all of us working together to

make in selecting the most qualified
candidates for the Pinellas County School

educate children,” said Martha Folwell.

Board. It is important that we monitor and

him from advancement. And every time

It took the author more than three

Ever-new

requirements

seemed

to

target

for
him

specifically, each one designed to keep

shrink

from

their

duty

to

protect

minorities from such shameful treatment.

recently

said

“What

bothers

me

is

Collie L. Brown is a former news
writer and- video editor for a Columbus,
Ohio,

TV

station.

He

worked

at

“Look at each school. Change the way

listen to the candidates until the primary

he met or exceeded the latest-imposed

years and $20,000 in legal fees to bring his

funds are allocated and base the allocation

election on September 5th. We should keep

conditions, a newer one mysteriously

case to trial. Collie’s lawsuit revealed that

Collie received his Bachelor of Arts degree

on the needs ofeach school,” said Peggy O’Shea.

ourselves informed through all the media

appeared on the books. Could it be the

the

in Journalism from Ohio State University.

outlets” Ali stressed.

company was actually thinking up ways to
keep him from getting ahead?

management team had never employed an
African-American manager in the 50-year

“No need to move students around to
create diversity in schools. There is enough

company’s

“good

ol’

boy”

Worthington Industries for 19 years.

Blacks Need Not Apply is his first book.

We love It when our readers say: “I love the Weekly Challenger!”
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AT

PUBLIX,

SAVING

IS

PART

OF

THE

PLEASURE.

Porterhouse or
T-Bone Steak
Publix Premium Certified
USDA Choice, Beef Loin
(Maverick Ranch Porterhouse
or T-Bone Steak, USDA Select,

NaturaLite, Beef Loin ... lb 9.99)

SAVE UP TO ISO Lg’
■

/

*
JS®

; jl.. *

BisjaiaD
Publix Deli
Cooked Top
Round Roast Beef.. a

Medium Florida
U....L

:

7.99.

—

Ptok Shrimp................. 5.99»

96% Fat-Free,
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Oeiil

Previously Frozen, 41 to 50 per Pound
(Redbone Alley Roasted Garlic Aioli,
10-oz pkg.... 3-99)

SAVE UP TO 1,00 LB

SAVE UP TO 3.00 LB

Nabisco

lc& Cream Sundae

Rfe&reZSSSgFREE

cute.

Aborted
iBto't&SzihW /:
(Excluding Original Ritz, 12-oz and
Ritz Bits Crackers.) (Limit two deals
on selected advertised: varieties.)
SAVE UP TO 3.49

Moist Publix Cake Layers With Choice
of Publix Premium Cookies' N Cream,
Vanilla, Neapolitan or Chocolate,
From the Publix Bakery 24-oz size
SAVE UP TO 1.30

'.“77.......4.99

I* V B L I X

‘Efi’

Fruit
Salad................... ..

1.99.

Chicago Hard Rolls,
8-Count.............................. .

.59

Handmade Each Day in the Bakery, Crispy, Crusty,
Fresh, From the Publix Bakery, 12-oz pkg.

Prepared Fresh in the Store Daily
SAVE UP TO U00 LB

SAVE UPTO 1.00

Sparkle
Paper Towels.......

2110.00

2-Ply, 8-roii pkg.

SAW UP TO 2.78 ON'«

Selected
Pepsi Products.......... .

.89

2-L bot. (Excluding
Vernor's Ginger Aie.)
Look for FREE Diet Pepsi Jazz
2-Liter Coupon in Stores.
SAVE UP TO .44

PdyJtxlix.
w H 1 ft E

SHOPPING

ISA

P L E A S V R E

Doritos
Tortilla Chips,..

: sot or«ei3cc
...««rnCC

Assorted Varieties, 13-02 bag
(Excluding Natural, Light
and Baked.) (Limit two deals on
selected advertised varieties.)
SAVE UP TO 3.49

12-Pack
Bud Light Beer.....
Or Budweisec Bud Ice,
Bud tee Light or Budweiser
Select, 12-oz bot.
SAVBUPTO4S©

8.49

Prices effective Thursday, August 17 through Wednesday, August 23,2006.
Only in the Following Counties; Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Sumter, Polk, Highlands and Osceola.
PricesnoteffactiveatPubltxSabor.CkjantityRig^teReserved. :

yv ww.publix.com/ads

h

